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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
 
 
 
WHY WE SING ALONG:  
MEASURABLE TRAITS OF SUCCESSFUL CONGREGATIONAL SONGS 
 
  Songwriters have been creating music for the church for hundreds of 
years. The songs have gone through many stylistic changes from generation to 
generation, yet, each song has generated congregational participation. What 
measurable, traceable qualities of congregational songs exist from one generation 
to the next?  
  This document explores the history and development of Congregational 
Christian Song (CCS), to discover and document the similarities between 
seemingly contrasting styles of music. The songs analyzed in this study were 
chosen because of their wide popularity and broad dissemination among non-
denominational churches in the United States. While not an exhaustive study, this 
paper reviews over 200 songs spanning 300 years of CCS. The findings of the 
study are that songs that have proven to be successful in eliciting participation all 
contain five common elements. These elements encourage congregations to 
participate in singing when an anticipation cue is triggered and then realized. The 
anticipation/reward theory used in this study is based on David Huron’s ITPRA 
(Imagination-Tension-Prediction-Reaction-Appraisal) Theory of Expectation.  
  This thesis is designed to aid songwriters and music theorists to quickly 
identify whether a CCS can be measured as successful (i.e., predictable).  
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This paper is dedicated to you, faithful reader. 
 
 
I have seen all the things that are done under the sun; all of them are 
meaningless, a chasing after the wind.                                                   
-Ecclesiastes 1:14 
 
This study has been a labor of love—love for The Church, love for the sake of 
knowledge, and love for Christ. Yet all this work is in vain. At the time of this writing, 
this research is already out of date and will only continue to grow more antiquated and 
irrelevant unless you apply what you have learned here and use it to change the future. 
The future does not lie within these pages but within your practices. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction and Overview 
Congregational singing has always played an important role in the Christian church. 
Corporate song can be traced back to the Old Testament, where Moses is said to have 
composed a spontaneous song for the Israelites after the parting of the Red Sea (Exodus 
15). The book of Psalms contains over fifty direct commands to sing.1 Congregational 
singing is pivotal to Christians’ worship experience because it is one of the easiest ways 
in which to participate. It engages the senses, stirs the heart, and unites the community. 
So, when a church sings, its music must be singable. What have been the marks of 
effectively singable congregational songs? Is there an objective way to identify which 
songs will work in a congregational setting and which will not? The goal of this study is 
to examine the musical qualities of successfully participative congregational songs and 
contrast them with less successful songs. 
This thesis examines four different genres of Congregational Christian Song 
(CCS):2 hymns, gospel songs, praise choruses, and Contemporary Worship Music 
(CWM). Each genre represents identifiable shifts in CCS from one archetype to the next. 
Regardless of which genre a song was written in, every song was “contemporary” in its 
day3 and every CCS was written with the same goal in mind: congregational singing. The 
                                                          
1 Bob Kauflin, Worship Matters (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2008), 98.  
2 Mark Evans, Open Up the Doors: Music in the Modern Church (Sheffield: Equinox 
Publishing Limited, 2006), 45. 
3 Broadly speaking, hymns are representative of the 1700s, gospel songs of the 1800s, 
praise choruses of the 1900s, and CWM of the 2000s.  
2 
 
study aims to reveal the qualia4 that make a Christian song effective for congregational 
use. It explores whether there are measurable ways to describe and thus predict what 
appear to be subjective responses to certain tunes. After examining the most popular 
music from each era and condensing them to quantitative statistics, certain patterns of 
expectation begin to arise. Perhaps these findings will enable discerning worship leaders 
to predict which praise songs will work for a congregation and which will not. 
 
Supporting Theories: CCS Scholarship 
Theologians from Martin Luther to N.T. Wright have had a vested interest in 
scrupulously examining the texts of songs written for the church. Indeed, when it comes 
to CCS almost all academic writing errs on the side of lyrics and textual content over 
study of the music itself.5 For instance, graduate students at the Robert E. Webber 
Institute for Worship Studies have been conducting research on “biblical, theological, 
cultural and missiological reflection in community,” 6 but have neglected research in the 
musical elements of worship. While theological content of congregational song is of 
essential importance to CCS, it is beyond the scope of this study, which aims to present 
an unbiased look at the music itself. 
                                                          
4 Philosophers use the word quale to refer to the subjective feelings that accompany 
sensory experiences. Qualia accompany all consciously experienced sensations, 
including the perception of sounds.  
5 Jeremy Begbie and Steven R. Guthrie, eds. Resonant Witness: Conversations between 
Music and Theology (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2011); 
Darrell Cluck, Catherine S. George and J. Clinton McCann, Jr., Facing the Music: Faith 
and Meaning in Popular Songs (St. Louis: Chalice Press, 1999); Kathleen Harmon, The 
Mystery We Celebrate, the Song We Sing: A Theology of Liturgical Music (Collegeville, 
MN: The Liturgical Press, 2008); Franklin Segler and Randall Bradley, Christian 
Worship: Its Theology and Practice (Nashville: B&H Publishing Group, 2006). 
6 “Mission, Vision, Values,” The Robert E. Webber Institute for Worship Studies, 
accessed November 12, 2017, https://iws.edu/about/mission.  
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Most writings about CCS that do pertain to music are written about differences in 
taste between hymns and contemporary songs.7 They either criticize or defend the 
validity of contemporary pop stylings8 or talk in broad terms about how a worship service 
is structured musically.9 This present study, however, seeks to find common elements of 
musical structure, rather than to argue for or against the styles themselves. 
Of all the examined works within the field of CCS, only three were sources that 
specifically examined the foremost Contemporary Worship Music (CWM) as identified 
by Christian Copyright Licensing International (CCLI).10 Lester Ruth11 identified 
theological similarities between hymns and contemporary songs. Ruth’s study was 
intriguing because it also compares hymns to praise choruses and makes a case for their 
similarities over differences; however, Ruth’s study had nothing to do with the musical 
attributes of those songs.12 Walrath and Woods13 provide an excellent compilation of 
                                                          
7 Steve Lawhead, Rock Reconsidered: A Christian Look at Contemporary Music 
(Downers Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 1981); Dan Lucarini, Why I Left the 
Contemporary Christian Music Movement (Webster, New York: Evangelic Press, 2005). 
8 John Frame, Contemporary Worship Music: A Biblical Defense (Phillipsburg, N.J.: 
Presbyterian and Reformed, 1997); Bronwen Anderson, “Between a Rock and a Hard 
Place: Interrogating the Notion of Indigenous Worship in the Light of the ‘Worship War’ 
Debate” (PhD diss. University of the Witwatersrand–Johannesburg, 2009). 
9 Paul Baloche, Jimmy Owens, and Carol Owens, God Songs: How to Write and Select 
Songs for Worship (Franklin, TN: Provident-Integrity Distribution, 2008).  
10 Christian Copyright Licensing, Inc. used to post an updated listing of the top 25 
payouts per reporting period biannually on their website: www.ccli.com. They no longer 
publish this information but I obtained the latest payout reports through email dialogue 
with their customer service department. A listing of the Top 25 CWM as posted by CCLI 
can be seen in Appendix A. 
11 Lester Ruth, “Comparing American antebellum Evangelical Worship Song and 
Contemporary Evangelical Worship Song: Reflections on the Trinity and Divine Activity 
Within the Economy of Salvation” (presented at the Christian Congregational Music 
Conference, Ripon College, Cuddesdon, England, 2013). 
12 Ruth’s method for establishing a hymnic canon was to rely upon the work of 
musicologist Stephen Marini. Marini computed the first-line content of every hymn from 
200 historically significant American evangelical hymnals from the first in 1737 to 1969.  
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scholarship on CCS that helped ignite my curiosity for this topic as their collection of 
essays contained writings by many authors who dealt with musical attributes to CCS. 
These authors spoke in broad terms about CCS, but failed to analyze the specifics of the 
claims they made. Daniel Thorton is a songwriter, musician, worship leader, and a 
leading expert on the field of CCS. In his study14 he provides specifics about the vocal 
range and tessitura of representative CWM as well as the intervallic structures of 
melody— building on the work of Schellenberg.15 Thorton’s study was the most in-depth 
research into the field of CCS, yet still did not deal with the music of CCS so much as the 
lyrics.  
Lastly, Corbitt’s The Sound of the Harvest: Music’s Mission in Church and 
Culture provides methodological considerations for CCS. Corbitt comes closest to 
attempting a framework for the congregational song. He proposes three essential 
attributes to the effective congregational song: a singable melody, a danceable beat, and a 
                                                                                                                                                                             
From that list, Marini created a variety of small lists, including a list of the most-
republished hymns in the eighty-six evangelical hymnals from 1737 to 1860.  Marini then 
identified seventy hymns that appeared in at least one-third of the eighty-six hymnals. 
Remarkably, most of these are the same hymns included as the corpus for this study. 
13 Brian D. Walrath and Robert H. Woods Jr., The Message in the Music: Studying 
Contemporary Praise and Worship (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2007). 
14 Daniel Thorton, “Exploring the Contemporary Congregational Song Genre: Texts, 
Practice, and Industry” (PhD diss., Macquarie University, 2015). 
15 E. Glenn Schellenberg, “Simplifying the Implication-Realization Model of Melodic 
Expectancy” Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal 14 (1997): 295–318; E. 
Glenn Schellenberg and Sandra E. Trehub, “Children’s Discrimination of Melodic 
Intervals” Developmental Psychology 32 (1996): 1039–1050; Stephanie Stalinski and E. 
Glenn Schellenberg, “Shifting Perceptions: Developmental Changes in Judgements of 
Melodic Similarity.” Developmental Psychology 46 (2010): 1799–1803. 
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meaningful message.16 This ‘singable’ feature is a core quality scrutinized throughout 
this thesis.  
 
Supporting Theories: Popular Music Studies 
From an industry perspective, CWM is a sub-genre of Contemporary Christian Music 
(CCM), or Christian/Gospel. Lawrence Mumford identifies worship music as “a subgenre 
of the American popular music that emerged in the mid-1960s.”17 Eric Gormly states that 
CWM is “virtually indistinguishable from its secular counterparts.”18 Julie Ingersoll notes 
that “easy-listening”, “pop-rock”, reggae beats and harder “classical” rock music all are 
part of the make-up of “contemporary Christian worship music.”19 Therefore when 
analyzing CWM, it is necessary to treat it as a subdomain of the broader field of popular 
music.  
 Research about popular rock music continues to grow, such as the International 
Association for the Study of Popular Music, yet there remains little interest in church 
music and the musical attributes of congregational song. Despite his thorough research 
into the field of CWM, Daniel Thorton found little writing pertinent to the study of CCS, 
saying: “Despite the considerable advances in popular music scholarship over the past 
                                                          
16 J. Nathan Corbitt, The Sound of the Harvest: Music’s Mission in Church and Culture 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1998), 285. 
17 Lawrence Mumford, “A Variety of Religious Composition: The Music We Sing, In 
and Out of Church, Is More Varied and Interesting Than We’ve Been Led to Believe,” 
Christianity Today 6 (2011): 42. 
18 Eric Gormly, “Evangelizing Through Appropriation: Toward a Cultural Theory on the 
Growth of Contemporary Christian Music,” Journal of Media and Religion 2 (2003), 
262. 
19 Julie Ingersoll, “Contemporary Christian Worship Music,” in Religions of the United 
States in Practice: Vol. 2, ed. Colleen McDannell, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 2001), 121. 
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forty years, academic scrutiny [of CWM] remains fragmentary.”20 Perhaps this lack of 
musical scholarship is because of the historically simplistic nature of congregational 
song, or perhaps due to lack of interest within the academic field to consider CCS a 
worthy topic to pursue. Mark Evans defines the scholarly challenge of CWM’s 
vernacular core this way: 
There is a very real danger that we have allowed the current congregational music 
that proliferates in our churches, whether it be the compositions of Redman, 
Hughes, Zschech, Baloche or Tomlin, to become kitsch, to become the everyday 
music we are somehow embarrassed about analyzing. This is not the fault of those 
outside the Church; it is the responsibility of those of us within the Church, who 
deal in researching and teaching about contemporary Christian Music, to not shy 
away from the everyday musical experiences of our local congregations.21 
 
 
Philip Tagg states: “One of the initial problems for any new field of study is the 
attitude of incredulity it meets. The serious study of popular music is no exception to this 
rule.”22 In many respects the study of popular music is now a maturing field; however, 
the rigorous study of CWM remains embryonic, and is therefore still subject to the 
‘incredulity’ of which Tagg speaks. He continues, “It is clear that a holistic approach to 
the analysis of popular music is the only viable one if one wishes to reach a full 
understanding of all factors interacting with the conception, transmission and reception of 
the object of study.”23 It is this “holistic approach” which this research undertakes in its 
pursuit of an increased understanding of the CWM genre.  
                                                          
20 Daniel Thorton, “Exploring the Contemporary Congregational Song Genre: Texts, 
Practice, and Industry,” PhD diss., (Macquarie University, 2015), 1.  
21 Evans (2006), 12–13. 
22Philp Tagg, “Analyzing Popular Music: Theory, Method and Practice,” Reading Pop: 
Approaches Textual Analysis in Popular Music, ed. by Richard Middleton, 71–103, 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 71. 
23 Ibid., 78. 
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The difficulty of treating CWM strictly as a subdomain of popular music arises 
when CWM is compared to its predecessors: hymns and gospel songs. These songs are 
different enough to require several methods of analysis, not just a popularized approach. 
Thus, all four genres of CCS must be treated the same way to get an accurate portrayal of 
what remains constant from era to era. One such method of analysis lies in the realm of 
music cognition.  
 
Supporting Theories: Music Cognition 
Research regarding how music affects the brain continues to broaden.24 Studies on music 
cognition are bridging the worlds of music theory and psychology to better understand 
how our brains interpret some sounds as pleasant and others as suspenseful, and yet 
others as whimsical. While many of these emotions are learned through cultural context, 
some are passed on genetically and are inherent across cultures. A 2013 study 
demonstrated how many emotions are inherent qualities of music, even despite cultural 
differences. In this study professional bowed-string musicians from different musical 
traditions (Swedish folk music, Hindustani classical music, Japanese traditional music, 
and Western classical music) were instructed to perform short pieces of music to convey 
eleven emotions and related states to listeners. All musical stimuli were judged by 
Swedish, Indian, and Japanese participants in a balanced design, and a variety of acoustic 
and musical cues were extracted. Results first showed that the musicians’ expressive 
intentions could be recognized with accuracy above chance both within and across 
                                                          
24 Daniel Levitin, This is Your Brain on Music: The Science of a Human Obsession (New 
York: Penguin Group, 2007); Elizabeth Margulis, On Repeat: How Music Plays the Mind 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2014); Patel Aniruddh, Music, Language, and the 
Brain (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010). 
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musical cultures, but communication was, in general, more accurate for culturally 
familiar versus unfamiliar music, and for basic emotions versus non-basic affective 
states.25  
Regardless of cultural background, all listeners have certain expectations or 
predictions about a song that are either met or deferred. These expectations are acquired 
over years of exposure to a musical system (e.g., Western tonal music), as well as short-
term knowledge acquired during exposure to a specific music piece.26 Lehne and Koelsch 
show how both long-term and short-term experiences contribute to a listener’s anticipated 
outcomes.27 In their study they provide a model to demonstrate how tension is created 
based on previous knowledge, context, and personality factors (see figure 1.1). These 
expectations create either positive or negative feelings when they are either realized or 
denied.  
                                                          
25 Petri Laukka, Thomas Eerola, Nutankumar S. Thingujam, Teruo Yamasaki, and 
Gregory Beller, “Universal and Culture-Specific Factors in the Recognition and 
Performance of Musical Affect Expressions,” Emotion, 13, no. 3 (2013): 434–449.  
26 Marcus Pearce and Geraint Wiggins, “Auditory Expectation: The Information 
Dynamics of Music Perception and Cognition,” Topics in Cognitive Science 4 (2012): 
625–652; Martin Rohrmeier and Stephan Koelsch, “Predictive Information Processing in 
Music Cognition. A Critical Review,” International Journal of Psychophysiology 83 
(2012): 164–175; Barbara Tillmann et al., “The Role of Expectation in Music: From the 
Score to Emotions and the Brain,” Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Cognitive Science 5, 
(2014): 105–113. 
27 Moritz Lehne and Stefan Koelsch, “Toward a General Psychological Model of Tension 
and Suspense,” Frontiers in Psychology 6/79 (2015).  
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 Figure 1.1—Lehne and Koelsch’s “Tension Model.” 
 
 
The premise that expectations in music create emotions is not a new notion. 
Leonard Meyer states that music is not just notes that strategically go together, but 
represents something much fuller and grander—something that takes the listener on an 
emotional journey: “The greater the buildup of suspense, of tension, the greater the 
emotional release upon resolution.”28 Suspense and tension (key elements to emotionally 
felt music) are created when a pattern is established and then temporarily inhibited or 
permanently blocked. Meyer suggests that the principal source for music’s emotive 
power lies in the realm of expectation.  
David Huron adapted Meyer’s theories and developed them further in Sweet 
Anticipation,29 in which he describes a comprehensive theory of expectation he calls the 
ITPRA theory—Imagination-Tension-Prediction-Reaction-Appraisal. This theory 
                                                          
28 Leonard B. Meyer, Emotion and Meaning in Music (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1956), 28. 
29 David Huron, Sweet Anticipation: Music and the Psychology of Expectation 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006). 
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attempts to explain how expectations evoke various feeling states, and why these evoked 
feelings might be biologically useful. It is Huron’s theory that provides the necessary 
framework for this paper on CCS. 
 
Anticipation as Reward 
Tonal rules established over the centuries cause Westerners to expect certain harmonic 
patterns, and music that fulfills those expectations would be easy to listen to because of 
its repetition and predictability. At the same time, music is not artistic without some sort 
of variety and change. Consequently, successful music finds a careful balance between 
predictability and surprise. The build-up, fulfillment, and violation of listeners’ 
expectations has been identified as an important mechanism for the evocation of 
emotions in music.30 Huron’s theory of expectation shows not only how humans 
anticipate music but also how they react to whether those expectations are realized. When 
an expectation is realized, it brings about positive feelings to the listener; when an 
expectation is not realized, the reaction is surprise. Ronald C. Simons states that, from a 
biological perspective, surprise is always a bad thing because it means the brain has 
failed to provide useful information about possible futures. Yet Simons documented 
many instances of “recreational” surprise in various cultures.31 This means that—while 
biologically unhelpful—surprise can create positive emotional reactions. Huron posits 
                                                          
30 Patrik Juslin and Daniel Västfjäll, “Emotional Responses to Music: The Need to 
Consider Underlying Mechanisms,” Behavioral and Brain Sciences 31 (2008): 559–621; 
Peter Vuust and Chris D. Frith, “Anticipation is the Key to Understanding Music and the 
Effects of Music on Emotion,” Behavioral and Brain Sciences 31 (2008): 599–600; 
Stephan Koelsch, Brain and Music (West Sussex: John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2012). 
31 Ronald Simons, Boo! Culture, Experience, and the Startle Reflex (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1996), 81. 
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three flavors of surprise: laughter, awe, and frisson. Each of these positive emotions is 
related to a violation of expectation. While laughter is almost never the goal for any 
writer of CCS, awe and frisson could be. Awe is characterized by a sense of apparent 
sustained danger with an appraisal that the situation is good or at least tolerable. In 
Huron’s own words, “If God is to be both loved and feared, then meeting God would be a 
good reason for a person to feel awe.”32 Frisson is the sensation of chills running up and 
down the back and is correlated with two conditions: 1) loud passages and 2) passages 
that contain some violation of expectation—such as an abrupt modulation.33 While 
composers of CCS might intentionally employ surprise reactions in their music, the 
primary goal of their songs is to be participatory and predictable. The focus of this study 
then, is to identify the predictable elements of a song to show how a congregation can 
anticipate and engage with the music. 
Huron’s theory took thousands of folk melodies and condensed them to averages 
and norms. Through his research, he shows how Western music employs predictable 
patterns that allow the attentive listener to anticipate what comes next. Each fulfillment 
builds trust and brings comfort. But too much predictability is uninspiring, causing the 
prospective congregational singer to wane in interest. This study will apply Huron’s 
principles to CCS to see what the most predictable factors are between all CCS, what 
changes exist from century to century, and what qualities might predict the effectiveness 
of a future composition. 
                                                          
32 Huron (2006), 33. 
33 Frisson is also influenced by temperature (we often refer to piloerection as getting 
“chills”). People are less likely to experience frisson when they are warm or hot. Thus, 
worship venues might well enhance the emotional experience of their congregation by 
adding air-conditioning.  
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Though CCS has changed drastically since the eighteenth century, within each era 
the new songs congregations have quickly absorbed into their repertoire have been those 
that sounded the most familiar; in other words, regardless of the style of song, in order for 
a congregation to adopt it into their repertoire, the song needed elements to which the 
congregation had already been exposed. This thesis aims to discover those common 
elements.  
Jenny Saffran, Richard Aslin, and their collaborators at the University of 
Rochester conducted a series of experiments to show how people (and animals) learn 
from exposure.34 Their findings suggest not only that auditory learning may be statistical 
in nature, but that this statistical learning might form the basis for auditory expectation 
through regularities in music. Huron discusses five of the many statistical regularities in 
music, but the present study explores the three that are related to melodic lines for 
congregational singing: pitch proximity, step declination, and melodic regression.  
 
Pitch Proximity 
Melodies typically use sequences of tones that are close to one another in pitch.35 In 
1979, Paul Boomsliter and Warren Creel at the University of Toronto found that when 
exposed to extremely brief tones, listeners form pitch sensations more quickly when the 
stimuli are embedded in sequences than when successive pitches are close together.36 
                                                          
34 J. R. Saffran, R. N. Aslin, and E. L. Newport, “Statistical Learning of Tone Sequences 
by Human Infants and Adults,” Cognition 70 (1999): 27–52.  
35 W. J. Dowling, “Rhythmic Fission and the Perceptual Organization of Tone 
Sequences” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 1967), 20. 
36 P. C. Boomsliter and W. Creel, “Prestimulus Perceptual Activity in Perception of Tone 
in Musical Sequences,” Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 65, no. 1 (1979): 
S123. 
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Bret Aarden also carried out a series of experiments that helped track whether listeners 
responded faster to successive tones that are closer in pitch.37 It is not unreasonable to 
suppose that both listeners and singers familiar with Western music process small 
intervals more easily than large intervals. Therefore, worship songs that move by step 
should be easier to learn than those with many leaps.  
 
Step Declination 
Melodies tend to meander around a central pitch range, or tessitura. Large melodic 
intervals are more likely to ascend, and small melodic intervals are more likely to 
descend.38 Melodies typically are dominated by phrases that begin with an initial 
ascending leap and are followed by a series of step-like descending tones. This melodic 
gesture is like descending pitch patterns that are commonplace in speech. In the field of 
linguistics, this is known as declination.39 Huron borrowed this term and combined it 
with the prevalence of small descending intervals to dub the term step declination. Since 
most ascending intervals are large and most descending intervals are small, melodies will 
tend to have more downward steps than ascending intervals. Overall, the movements of a 
melody will all gravitate toward the median pitch of the song, leaping upward when the 
current pitch is below median and stepping downward when the current pitch is above 
median. Thus, successful CCS tend to follow the rule of step declination within a central 
tessitura. 
                                                          
37 Bret Aarden, “Dynamic Melodic Expectancy” (PhD diss., Ohio State University, 
2003), 49. 
38 P. G. Vos and J. M. Troost, “Ascending and Descending Melodic Intervals: Statistical 
Findings and Their Perceptual Relevance,” Music Perception 6, no. 4 (1989): 383–96.  
39 A. J. Cohen and K. Baird, “Acquisition of Absolute Pitch: The Question of Critical 
Periods,” Psychomusicology 9, no. 1 (1990): 31–37.  
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Melodic Regression 
Most large intervals tend to be followed by stepwise motion in the opposite direction. 
Henry Watt tested this theory by looking at melodic intervals in musical samples from 
two different cultures. Watt found that intervals consisting of one or two semitones 
continued in the same direction 70–75% of the time. However, as the interval size 
increased, the odds of a change in direction also steadily increased. For octave intervals, 
roughly 70% were followed by a change in direction.40 This could also be viewed from a 
statistical perspective: when an extreme value is encountered, the ensuing value is likely 
to be closer to the mean or average value.  
In the realm of CCS, the composer is writing for the layperson’s limited vocal 
range. Thus, when the melody starts to get too high or too low, it is naturally time to turn 
back toward the median pitch of the song. When a skip departs from the median pitch, it 
is four times more likely to change direction than to continue in the same direction.41  
 
Mere Exposure Effect 
Aside from these three melodic regularities in music congregations have additional ways 
to learn new CCS. One of these ways is through the mere exposure effect, a phenomenon 
Robert Zajonc coined.42 This effect applies to every aspect of life: people prefer familiar 
foods, faces, smells, places, objects, and sounds, compared with those that are unfamiliar. 
Both non-musicians and musicians acquire complex melodic, harmonic, and other 
                                                          
40 Henry J. Watt, “Functions of the Size of Interval in the Songs of Schubert and of the 
Chippewa and Teton Sioux Indians,” British Journal of Psychology 14 (1924): 370–86.  
41 Paul Von Hippel and David Huron, “Why Do Skips Precede Intervals? The Effect of 
Tessitura on Melodic Structure,” Music Perception 18, no. 1 (2000): 59–85.  
42 Robert B. Zajonc, “Attitudinal Effects of Mere Exposure” Journal of Personality and 
Social Psychology 9, no. 2 (June), pt. 2 (1968): 1–27. 
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features from mere exposure.43 To engage a congregation in singing a new song, all a 
worship leader need do is expose them to the song weekly, but this is not always the case. 
John Kihlstrom has suggested that conscious recognition of repeated material inhibits the 
exposure effect.44 Therefore, a worship leader would need to expose the congregation to 
the new song without engaging their consciousness. This subliminal exposure is practiced 
by deejays all over America and is known as sandwiching: playing a new song between 
two popular hits.45 New congregational songs need to be introduced among familiar 
material in a manner that unconsciously plants the sounds of the song into the 
congregation’s mind. Predictability, by itself, will thus be experienced as pleasant.46 
 This present study seeks to prove whether successful CCS are those that adhere to 
a set of congregational norms—musical guidelines that remain intact throughout 
generations. When songwriters compose CCS in new eras, though the style of the music 
has changed, the underlying melodic content must remain predictable in order for a 
congregation to like it and engage with it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
43 Martin Rohrmeier and Patrick Rebuschat, “Implicit Learning and Acquisition of 
Music,” Topics in Cognitive Science 4 (2012): 525–553. 
44 John Kihlstrom, “The Cognitive Unconscious,” Science 237, no. 4821(1987): 1445–52. 
45 Charles Duhigg, The Power of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in Life and Business 
(New York: Random House Publishing Group, 2012), 86.  
46 Huron (2006), 141.  
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Methodology 
The first challenge, then, is to distinguish identifiable groupings or genres of song. No 
doubt, some common measurable qualities hold throughout the literature of 
congregational song, and the study will reveal some of those qualities. However, 
aesthetic and practical traits of tunes have changed over the generations, so it would be 
inaccurate to compare the traits of a 300-year-old hymn with a contemporary chorus. 
However, what might be thought of as classic hymn tunes, used over the years to set the 
hymn texts of Isaac Watts and Charles Wesley, for example, would all hold a similar 
aesthetic to one another. They are written to fit a certain hymnic meter, and history and 
hymnal editors have over the years traditionally matched certain tunes with a text. For 
example, John Newton composed “Amazing Grace” to illustrate a sermon on New Year’s 
Day of 1773. It is unknown if there was any music accompanying the verses and it may 
have simply been chanted by the congregation. The first publication was in Olney Hymns 
in 1779; all six stanzas were written out with a label “C.M” next to the title to indicate 
that text was in hymnic Common Meter and any number of tunes could be sung to it 
(though no single tune was written out accompanying the text). The first commonly 
paired tune with Newton’s “Amazing Grace” was ARLINGTON47 (1762) by Thomas 
Augustine Arne (see figure 1.2).48 Over time, a newer tune (NEW BRITAIN) has become 
far more commonly paired with the text “Amazing Grace” while ARLINGTON has 
tended to be matched with “Am I a Soldier of the Cross” by Isaac Watts. 
                                                          
47 Throughout this study, tune titles are indicated by a title in all caps whereas text titles 
are indicated by quotation marks. This helps delineate the tune versus text. 
48 From David Hugh Jones, The Hymnbook, Richmond, VA: Presbyterian Church, 1955; 
275. 
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 Figure 1.2—Newton’s “Amazing Grace” set to ARLINGTON.  
 
Gospel songs of the 1800s cannot be measured against hymns from the 1700s as 
Gospel songs grew out of the camp meeting tradition, in which many visitors unfamiliar 
with church hymns would be in attendance. So, the gospel songs feature an added refrain, 
use a significantly different rhythm and form, and often custom-set the tunes to the lyrics. 
The text is often a testimony of the believers declaring their stories of changed lives and 
eternal blessings in Christ.  
Music in the second half of the 1900s, however, experienced another aesthetic 
shift. Typically, a single songwriter of this era composed a Scripture chorus that was 
simple, quick to learn, not dependent on printed music, playable by amateur musicians, 
and suitable for small-group settings.  
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The current generation of composers has changed the approach yet again, with 
popular songs being multi-sectional (verses, chorus, bridge, etc.), using a more 
contemporary melodic structure and harmonic approach, and being more guitar driven 
and dependent on front-of-house production. These are the four major eras of CCS. 
The next challenge is to determine an accurate representative sample for each 
genre of CCS. Initially my method for collecting hymns was to compare the top five 
hymnals in circulation today (as reported by www.hymnary.org) and use only the hymn 
tunes that were found in all five hymnals.49 This method yielded only twenty-one songs 
dating between 1551–1877. This was not a large enough sample size to draw any 
conclusive evidence; therefore I created a new way to generate a corps of songs to 
analyze. Instead of taking hymn tunes from all five hymnals on www.hymnary.org, I 
chose hymns from the Celebration Hymnal—the only hymnal of the five not affiliated 
with a denomination.50 I made a list of the 818 texts in the Celebration Hymnal and wrote 
beside each name how many appearances each text made in another hymnal (according to 
www.hymnay.org). The songs with the most publications in other hymnals were then 
used as the corps of songs for each of the first three genres of CCS (hymns, gospel songs, 
and praise choruses). Naturally, CWM could not be taken from the Celebration Hymnal 
because it was published in 1997, the year my study considers CWM to begin.  
                                                          
49 Per hymnary.org, the most frequently used hymnals are the United Methodist Hymnal, 
Celebration Hymnal, Baptist Hymnal 1991, Presbyterian Hymnal, and Hymnal 1982 
(Episcopal).  
50 The Celebration Hymnal’s combination of traditional hymns, praise choruses, and 
Scripture readings have made it the most popular interdenominational hymnal among 
evangelical churches since its publication, selling over two million copies. Tom Fettke, 
Celebration Hymnal (Nashville: Word Music/Integrity Music, 1997).  
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Regarding CWM, the CCLI Top 25 list proves to be an effective objective 
measurement of the most successful songs. These Top 25 lists are compiled from the 
reporting of usage done by churches in six-month periods. CCLI publishes this list twice 
a year using data from over 150,000 churches in the United States. A complete listing of 
the Top 25 list can be found in Appendix A.  
 
Data Preparation 
Nearly two hundred songs were analyzed for this study, drawn from the past three 
centuries of CCS. Each song was analyzed per its: 1) harmonic makeup; 2) melodic range 
including size and direction of intervals within the melody; 3) rhythmic complexity; 4) 
use of repetition; 5) count of diatonic and borrowed pitches in melodies; and 6) 
performance tempo.51 These analyses provided helpful metrics to represent each song by 
a series of statistics.52 Statistical grouping for each category enabled song traits to be 
combined, regardless of a disparity between any two song’s keys, tempi, or other factors. 
These statistics revealed patterns of predictability for CCS. They may even lead to 
predicting whether a song will be singable by a congregation and perhaps explain why 
songs that do not conform to the same levels of predictability have not been as popular 
for congregations.  
 
 
                                                          
51 In order to generate a listing of interval counts, each song was exported as a .midi file 
and run through the Jazzomat Research Project. This program could quickly generate 
reports regarding many aspects of melodic contour and provide a statistical analysis in a 
.csv file format. See http://jazzomat.hfm-weimar.de/index.html for more information.  
52 A complete listing of all the analyses can be found in Appendix B. 
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Harmonic Makeup 
This study examined the number of different chords that appear in each song and with 
what frequency. There was some difficulty in determining how to count certain chords 
from each era. For example, CCS from the 1700s follow cadential rules and norms for 
their era including the use of the cadential V4-36-5 (figure 1.3). In this case the harmonic 
makeup is a I46 but it is functioning as a V chord with two non-chord tones. As such it is 
weighted as a V chord.  
 
            I                 V7       I                           V             I            IV    I     V4-36-5        I      
 Figure 1.3— Example of cadential V4-36-5 in NETTLETON (1813).  
 
 Figure 1.4 presents another harmony that was difficult to quantify. All the notes 
for a Common Tone diminished chord (CT°7) are present. Functionally this is not a new 
harmony but rather is a representation of two lower neighbor tones. CT°7 harmonies only 
appear in Gospel Songs and typically only as non-harmonic decorations of the melody. 
Because of their ancillary function, CT°7 harmonies were rarely counted in the harmonic 
vocabulary with the other chords for that song. Similarly, CWM contains many voicing 
nuances for the rhythm instruments accompanying the melody. These alterations do not 
change the basic makeup of the chord quality. In the case of figure 1.5, a I chord is a I 
chord regardless of whether it is a B♭sus or just a B♭.  
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 Figure 1.4—Inner-voice change in gospel songs. This example in “Power in 
the Blood” (1899), in an inner-voice change that does not lead to a true harmonic 
change. 
 
 Figure 1.5—Inner-voice change in CWM. This example from “Everlasting 
God” (2005), contains an overall harmony of B♭ through the whole line, even though 
the chord is manipulated into B♭sus for some beats.  
 
 
 
Melodic Range Including Size and Direction of Intervals within the Melody 
Melodies are the quintessence of any song. Most people sing the melody and therefore 
the melody is also the most memorable part of any song. Kelly Jakubowski refers to the 
memorable part of a song as an “Ear Worm” or more academically as “Involuntary 
Musical Imagery (INMI).”53 Timothy Byron and Lucinda Fowles reported that 
previously unfamiliar songs were more likely to become INMI if participants were 
exposed to them six rather than two times, thereby suggesting a role of familiarity in the 
                                                          
53 Kelly Jakubowski et al, “Dissecting an Earworm: Melodic Features and Song 
Popularity Predict Involuntary Musical Imagery,” Psychology of Aesthetics, Creativity, 
and the Arts 11/2 (May 2017): 122–135. Per this study, the two most predictable factors 
to indicate whether a song will be memorable are pitch range and pitch entropy. 
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INMI experience.54 This current thesis will look at what kind of key/mode each song 
used, how wide the melodic range spanned, as well as looking at how many intervals the 
melody used, indicating their size and direction.  
 
Rhythmic Complexity 
Rhythms that fall on strong beats are easier to learn. Figure 1.6 plots a typical hierarchy 
for music in a simple duple meter. The figure shows the frequency of occurrence for a 
sample of children’s songs from Puerto Rico.55 The graph shows the number of tone 
onsets that occur at each sixteenth-note position within the measure. The most likely 
onsets coincide with the sixteenth-note beat positions 1, 3, 5, and 7—what musicians 
refer to as strong beats. Meanwhile the least likely onsets occur on the sixteenth-note 
quarter-beat positions 2, 4, 6, and 8. David Huron said that experienced listeners should 
be able to take advantage of hierarchical event patterns to predict the likely temporal 
placement of future tone onsets.56 
 
 
 
                                                          
54 Timothy P. Byron and Lucinda C. Fowles, “Repetition and Recency Increases 
Involuntary Musical Imagery of Previously Unfamiliar Songs,” Psychology of Music 43/4 
(Nov 2013): 375–389.  
55 Maria Cadilla de Martinez, Juegos Y Canciones Infantiles de Puerto Rico (San Juan, 
P.R.: Talleres Graficos Cas Baldrich, 1940) 
56 Huron (2006), 179.  
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          Metric Position 
 
 Figure 1.6—Metric organization for thirteen Puerto Rican children’s songs 
in 2/4 meter.  
 
 
 Since most CCS are comprised primarily of quarter notes set in 4/4 meter, it was 
no surprise that most of the tone onsets occurred on the sixteenth-note beat positions 1, 5, 
9, and 13. Instances of tone emphasis between any of those placements were noted and if 
any song contained more than two instances of syncopation, it was labeled as a 
syncopated song. It should be noted that many songs (especially in the gospel genre) 
contain a lilting rhythm like this: , or like this: , or 
in 6/8 meter like this: . These are not classified as syncopated songs, even 
though they contain notes on beats other than the strong beats. Rather, these rhythms are 
felt as a lilting version of a straight rhythm.  
 
Use of Repetition 
Listeners experience positive feelings whenever a future event is successfully predicted. 
David Huron refers to this as the prediction effect. For a song to evoke the prediction 
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effect, the musical events must be predictable for the listeners. Huron illustrates four 
basic ways to predict musical events: 
1) Schematic Predictability. Here the music is constructed so that it conforms to 
whatever existing schemas listeners are likely to bring to the listening 
experience. For Western-enculturated listeners, an example of this 
phenomenon might be the learned expectation that a dominant seventh chord 
will commonly be followed by a tonic chord.  
2) Dynamic Predictability. Here the music is constructed so that the work itself 
will evoke accurate work-specific expectations. An example of this 
phenomenon might be an expectation that the first notes of a motivic figure 
will be followed by other notes that conform to previously heard instances of 
that motive.  
3) Veridical Familiarity. A simple way to make the music more predictable is to 
encourage listeners to hear the work many times. 
4) Conscious Predictability. Here the music is organized so that observant or 
knowledgeable listeners will be able to infer future musical events through 
conscious thought as the music progresses. An example of this phenomenon 
might be the expectation that a keyboard variation is likely to switch back to 
the major key after shifting to the minor.57 
 
 
 In these examples, listeners create predictions based on previous exposure to the 
song’s genre, the song’s inner repetition, the number of times hearing the song, and the 
characteristics within the song itself. Thus, these multiple converging aspects of 
predictability collide to unconsciously attract a listener to a song. “In addition to sheer 
repetitiveness, the reliance on existing schemas increases predictability without 
necessarily increasing repetitiveness. While repetitiveness alone can increase 
predictability, musicians use plenty of other nonrepetition devices that are consistent with 
efforts to reduce listener uncertainty.”58  
 
 
                                                          
57 Huron (2006), 240.  
58 Ibid., 268.  
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Count of Diatonic and Borrowed Pitches in Melodies 
Psychologist Carol Krumhansl stated that tonal schemas are learned through exposure to 
music from a given culture or genre.59 Krumhansl further proposed that one of the 
primary factors influencing tonality perception is the simple frequency of occurrence of 
different tones. In a comparable study conducted thirteen years later, Bret Aarden 
demonstrated that not all scale degrees occur with the same frequency.60 In this study, 
Aarden tabulated the scale-degree distributions based on a large sample of musical 
melodies. What he discovered is that the most common pitch is scale degree 5̂, followed 
by scale degrees 3̂ and 1̂.  
 Therefore, a well-constructed worship song ought to follow the same statistical 
frequency of scale degree expectancy—using primarily members of the tonic triad as the 
basis of the melody. For the purposes of this study I counted how many pitches in each 
melody were diatonic and how many were borrowed pitches. Part way through the 
analysis I noticed that most of the diatonic pitches were scale degrees 1̂, 2̂, 3̂, 5̂, and 6̂. I 
added a further distinction of counting what percentage of the melody was comprised of 
pentatonic pitches. My findings are detailed in chapter three. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
59 Carol L. Krumhansl, Cognitive Foundations of Musical Pitch (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1990), 77.  
60 Aarden, 26. 
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Performance Tempo 
The most easily predicted timings are those that are periodic61 (the ticking of a clock or a 
heart pulsing) because they establish a regular time interval that acts as a predictive 
template for the listener.62 A study by Kelly Jakubowski and associates revealed that 
songs which tended to have a faster tempo were more likely to be categorized as popular 
tunes.63 This preference for faster tempi directly correlates with the listener’s ability to 
match the tempo of the song—whether in singing or tapping along—because there is an 
erosion of predictive accuracy at longer periods.64 Paul Fraisse discovered that 
individuals prefer tempos with a beat period around 600 ms (100 bpm).65 Fraisse also 
found that when people were asked to tap prototypically ‘long’ and ‘short’ durations, they 
tended to produce durations that were related by a 2:1 ratio. Thus, we should expect to 
find that CCS with a beat period comparable to 100 bpm will be most easily engaged 
with by the congregation. For this study, I created a listing of performance tempos across 
all four genres of CCS. Some songs were easier to collect performance tempos than 
others, as tempo markings were indicated on the sheet music for CWM songs and praise 
choruses. For gospel songs and hymns, I had to rely on common practice. I found the 
most commonly viewed YouTube performances of each of the gospel tunes and hymn 
tunes and wrote down the performance tempo. After compiling these tempi, I could 
                                                          
61 For a pertinent discussion about how rhythm is perceived both as measurable and 
musical, see Christopher Hasty, Meter as Rhythm (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
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62 Huron (2006), 175.  
63 Kelly Jakubowski et al, “Dissecting an Earworm: Melodic Features and Song 
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64 Huron (2006), 175.  
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conclude that the more well-known CCS adhered to a tempo range close to Fraisse’s 100 
bpm findings. Further information is provided in chapter three. 
 
 
Preliminary Findings 
To briefly summarize the findings of this thesis, songs from the CCS genre work best 
when they follow predictable patterns and adhere to expectations. Songs from each era 
are broken into several qualitative categories: harmonic vocabulary, melodic shape, song 
structure, use of the pentatonic scale and of the leading tone, frequency of primary 
harmonies (I, IV, V, vi), and others. Certain patterns arise that show some consistent 
qualities of successful congregational songs throughout the eras examined, as well as 
measuring significant changes in music over the years. Five primary qualities identify a 
successful CCS as identified in this study. The song must: 1) consist largely of pentatonic 
melody notes; 2) have a moderately fast tempo range; 3) contain a straightforward 
rhythm; 4) have a limited tessitura; and 5) contain a significant amount of repetition. 
When a CCS adheres to these five traits, it is much more likely to gain broad acceptance 
by a congregation because they will be able to anticipate the melody and engage with it. 
It should be mentioned here that not every CCS is the same. CCS has shifted from 
lining out (call and response) songs to four-part choral writing (complicated harmonies 
but strict rhythm), to semi-commercialized gospel songs (simple harmonies), to 
harmonically diverse Praise Choruses, to commercially-driven CWM songs. Yet, despite 
these significant differences in form and sound, these songs were all written with the 
same goal in mind: congregational singing.  
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This study identifies four primary genres of CCS: hymns, gospel songs, praise 
choruses, and CWM. The next chapter will provide some historical background regarding 
the choice of the four genres of CCS represented in this study. Once clear distinctions 
between the genres have been identified, the similarities will begin to appear. Chapter 
three will present the detailed findings of the CCS under consideration—first by 
identifying the unique musical qualities between each genre, then by following the trends 
from the 1700s to 2000s, and lastly by showing the musical aspects all four genres have 
in common. Anecdotal illustrations of these examples are given in chapter four in a 
comparison between two sets of similar (yet different) worship songs. Finally, concluding 
thoughts and recommendations for further study are provided in chapter five.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
Survey of CCS 
Musical style changes to the tastes of the cultural demands of its time. Despite musical 
stylistic changes in Congregational Christian Song (CCS) from one era to the next, the 
objective of the songs remains constant: communal participation. Dan Kimball,66 Robin 
Wallace,67 and numerous other Christian authors have voiced their affirmation of the 
participatory nature of corporate worship. In fact, participation may be one of the few 
points of agreement between “traditional” and “contemporary” worship proponents. 
Participation requires a level of familiarity68 and a degree of simplicity.69 What are the 
similarities between contrasting styles of CCS? This question will be addressed in chapter 
three. Before the question of similarities can be addressed, the eras themselves need to be 
distinguished from one another. For clarification purposes, I will be referring to CCS 
from 1700–1825 as “hymns,” 1825–1950 as “gospel songs,” 1950–1996 as “praise 
choruses,” and 1996–2016 as “contemporary worship music” (CWM). While the years 
given are not exact time constraints for delineating one subgenre of CCS from another, 
they do provide a helpful framework to group together songs composed of similar 
material. Charles Hamm published a comparable study tracing the unbroken history of 
two hundred years of popular song in America in his book Yesterdays: Popular Song in 
America. Hamm states that “any single chapter of [popular song] history…is best 
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69 Ibid., 170. 
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understood in the context of the entire story.”70 Below is a brief overview of the 
unbroken historical background of CCS from 1700 to today.  
 
CCS prior to 1700 
Singing has always been an important element in Christian worship practices. Many 
accounts of congregational song appear throughout both Old and New Testaments. After 
the Last Supper, Jesus and his disciples sang a “hymn” (Matt. 26:30; Mark 14:26) which 
is believed to have been a portion of the “Egyptian” Hallel (Psalms 113–118) from the 
Passover meal ritual. During their imprisonment Paul and Silas were “praying and 
singing hymns to God” (Acts 16:25). Paul encouraged believers to sing “psalms, hymns 
and spiritual songs” (Col. 3:16). James told believers that if they were happy, they should 
“sing songs of praise” (James 5:13). These are just a few instances of corporate song in 
scripture. Christian song has helped shape the expression of Christian faith since its 
inception.  
 In the fourth century, Latin began to replace Greek as the language of the Western 
church, and Ambrose (c. 340–397), Bishop of Milan, introduced the practice of 
antiphonal singing. The melodies of Ambrosian hymnody were usually constructed with 
one note to each syllable of text, resulting in “a plain, easily remembered tune [that was] 
quite similar to the popular tunes of later antiquity.”71 Ambrose authorized four modes, 
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71 Hugo Leichtentritt, Music, History, and Ideas (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
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the Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, and Mixolydian, known as authentic modes.72 Pope 
Gregory (c. 540–604) added to this practice by contributing four more modes known as 
the plagal modes: Hypodorian, Hypophrygian, Hypolydian, and Hypomixolydian.73 
These plagal modes were adapted from their authentic counterparts in that they shared the 
same pitches but utilized the three notes below the final and the four notes above the final 
(see figure 2.1).  
 
f indicates the final note.  
 Figure 2.1—Traditional church modes used in Gregorian chant.  
 
 By the eighth century the influence of Gregorian chant became the accepted norm 
for music in the Western church. The melodies of Gregorian chant were monophonic, 
unaccompanied, mainly diatonic, small in range, and non-metrical, with the rhythm of the 
music following that of the text. During the Middle Ages music for the liturgy became 
the responsibility of clergy and choir and the role of congregational singing in corporate 
worship diminished. It was conviction for congregational participation in worship 
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services that prompted Martin Luther to begin his translation of the Bible into the 
language of the people and that produced the desire for congregational involvement in the 
liturgy through singing. 
 Martin Luther (1483–1546), widely considered to have been the first significant 
evangelical hymn writer,74 was both poet (writer/adapter of hymn texts) and musician 
(composer/adapter of hymn tunes). Johannes Riedel provided a concise description of the 
essential characteristics of Luther’s chorales: 
The stately melodies of the chorale display economy of musical materials, and 
can often be reduced to a few primordial motives. Cadence formulae at the ends 
of the various phrases have a balance or relationship which stresses feeling for a 
certain key center or modal area. The rhythmic structure usually rests upon only 
one basic pattern.75 
 
 Structurally, the early chorale tunes made frequent use of barform (AAB) and its 
variants. The melodic contour of original tunes often also reflected a relationship to the 
lied tradition by a descending melodic passage spanning an octave in the final phrase. 
One of Luther’s more significant musical contributions to hymn writing was the use of 
the Ionian mode, by which he moved beyond the traditional church modes used in 
Gregorian chant and anticipated the developments of major tonality.76 The early 
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Reformation period (1500–1600) was characterized by the Rhythmic Chorale style, 
consisting of irregular rhythms that were often syncopated. For an example of this 
rhythmic chorale style, see Luther’s original melody for EIN FESTE BURG (figure 2.2). 
Isorhythmic versions of these tunes are found in hymnals today and are characterized by 
movement in equal note values. Despite the contributions Martin Luther made for 
congregational song, it was not until near the end of the sixteenth century that hymn 
singing gained much prominence in German churches. The congregation continued to 
sing unaccompanied unison melodies, while choirs, where they existed, sang polyphonic 
settings of the tunes with the melody in the tenor voice.  
 Figure 2.2—Rhythmic chorale setting of EIN FESTE BURG (c. 1529).  
 
 Psalmody also formed an important part of worship in most of the Protestant 
Reformed churches of the sixteenth century. For the most part, the Reformed churches 
rejected the practice of prose psalmody in favor of metrical psalmody, the arrangement of 
psalm texts into strophic form with rhyme and poetic meter. The practice of metrical 
psalmody assumed an especially important role in the form of worship developed by John 
Calvin (1509–1564) in Geneva. Calvin’s philosophy of church music hinged upon two 
                                                                                                                                                                             
counterpart, the Hypoaeolian mode, had their finalis on A. The pitch series of the Aeolian 
mode matches that of the natural minor scale.” Virginia Gorlinski, “Ionian Mode,” last 
modified March 23, 2011, https://www.britannica.com/art/Ionian-mode.  
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basic factors: simplicity and modesty. Since music was to be used by the people, it 
needed to be simple, and because it was used to worship a sovereign God, it needed to be 
modest. These qualities were best achieved by unison congregational singing of 
unaccompanied voices. Calvin began work with poet Clement Marot in 1532 to versify 
all 150 psalms and in 1541 he recruited the help of composer Louis Bourgeois to write 
tunes for these psalms. Many of the tunes included by Bourgeois were based at least in 
part upon earlier plainsongs or secular chansons, and all were carefully designed for ease 
of singing by the congregation. These tunes are almost entirely syllabic, employ 
repetition of phrases, contain only two note values, and contain only one point of climax 
in each tune, and make frequent use of a descending four-note motive (e.g. the first 
phrase of OLD HUNDREDTH).77 The rhythms often feature long initial notes, 
alternations of short and long, hemiola, and syncopations.  
 The writing and publishing of metrical psalms in Geneva culminated in Les 
pseaumes mis en rime françoise, par Clement Marot & Theodore de Bèze in 1562, 
commonly referred to as the Genevan Psalter. The completed psalter contained 125 tunes 
in 110 different poetic meters. Many composers have harmonized these tunes, but the 
most influential harmonization was by Claude Goudimel in 1564. Goudimel published 
150 Pseaumes de David in a homophonic format. This four-part, homophonic format 
came to be called “cantional” style. This seminal work was written in four parts with the 
melody in the soprano voice. This simple four-part harmonization of tunes was adapted 
by many other publishers as the preferred practice, rather than writing monophonic tunes.  
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Development of Hymns: 1700–1825 
  During the eighteenth century, the metrical psalm gradually gave way to the 
hymn.78 At times it is difficult to separate their activity and development, for much 
mutual influence is evident. The same tunes were often used by both psalm and hymn 
singers. The transition from psalms to hymns was aided by the works of Isaac Watts 
(1674–1748). Watts changed both the theory and literary style of the English hymn, 
claiming that the Psalms were too constraining a standard for Christian worshipers.79 
Watts cast his hymns in a rhetoric deliberately designed to gain the widest possible 
acceptance. He employed poetic figures gauged to reach the lowest common denominator 
of popular understanding. Watts also “aimed at ease of numbers and smoothness of 
sound” by limiting the meters of his poems generally to only four syllabic patterns: Long 
Meter (8-8-8-8), Common Meter (8-6-8-6), Short Meter (6-6-8-6), and Half Meter (6-6-8-
8).80 Watts’s theology and rhetoric of sacred song gradually gained acceptance on both 
sides of the Atlantic. In colonial America, Watts became the most published poet of the 
eighteenth century,81 spurred on by the continual rise of the singing school. 
 The American singing school began as a reaction to the common practice of 
unison psalm singing in colonial New England. When the French and Dutch settled New 
Amsterdam in 1628, they sang the metrical versions in their respective languages from 
                                                          
78 From this point on, “hymn” will refer to songs that mimics the style of CCS from 
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79 Louis Benson, The English Hymn: Its Development and Use in Worship (New York: 
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81 Stephen Marini, Sacred Song in America: Religion Music, and Public Culture 
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the Genevan and Dutch Psalters, but using the same tunes.82 The first English book 
published in the New World was the Bay Psalm Book in 1640, which contained only text. 
The ninth edition of the Bay Psalm Book, published in 1698, was the first publication in 
British North America to include music notation: thirteen tunes printed in the back of the 
book in two parts, soprano and bass. Underneath each tune, the old English solmization 
or “Lancashire Solfa” syllables were given (see figure 2.3); these represented the diatonic 
major scale by four syllables in the pattern fa, sol, la, fa, sol, la, mi, fa.83 Most of the 
tunes appeared as common-meter texts.  
 
 Figure 2.3—Example of Lancashire Solfa syllables. 
 
 Since only thirteen of the printed songs contained a written melody, most of the 
singing was done through a method known as “lining out.” The leader would chant a line 
or two of the Psalm, and the congregation would then sing the same line(s), and on it 
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83 Ibid., 96. 
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would go. While lining out guaranteed that the people understood the words they were 
singing, it also ensured that their singing would lose much of its musicality. The songs 
became “miserably tortured and twisted and quavered in some churches into a horrid 
medley of confused and disorderly noises.”84 In an effort to improve the manner in which 
the people sang, the ministers sought to teach the people to read music from notes, 
enabling them to sing from the printed page rather than from memory only. This 
movement became known as “Regular Singing,” or “Singing by Note.” The principal 
leaders of the Regular Singing movement were Thomas Symmes, John Tufts, and 
Thomas Walter. Walter led the first singing school, the Society for Promoting Regular 
Singing in the Worship of God, from 1720 to 1723 in Boston.85  
A new style of English sacred song also informed the rise of the American singing 
school. Called English country parish music, the new style provided small rural 
congregations with sacred compositions that were musically accomplished, yet could be 
well performed by a limited number of singers. Composers for the English country parish 
like William Knapp, Joseph Stephenson, William Tans’ur, and Aaron Williams wrote in 
three principal musical forms: the plain tune, the anthem, and the fuging tune.  
The plain tune was simply a harmonized psalm-tune inspired by the chorales of 
Bach and other German Baroque masters. The melody appeared in the tenor or lead part 
and was surrounded by freestanding harmonic lines in the bass, alto, and soprano parts. 
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Very little ornamentation occurred in any of the parts, and the whole composition was 
arranged homophonically.  
Meanwhile the anthem usually set an extended free text rather than a metrical 
psalm or hymn. The melody in anthems could move more easily from part to part than in 
plain tunes; key and rhythm changed suddenly while ornament and harmony amplified 
the emotional and theological impact of the text.  
The fuging tune contained the first section of the tune setting the first two lines of 
a metrical psalm or hymn quatrain in four-part homophony. A fugal section set the third 
and fourth lines of text, with each part entering separately on a similar musical figure. 
The fuging section then commenced with a bass entry, followed in turn by the lead part, 
trebles, and finally altos. After all four parts had entered, the composition proceeded into 
free melody and counterpoint to a final cadence.86  
These collections of the new English country parish music would have been the 
sort of music John and Charles Wesley heard and sang growing up in their father’s 
Anglican country parish. Charles Wesley (1707–1788) was adamant that music must be 
accessible to the local congregation. He “insisted that the music be amicable to the 
people. The frequent use of sequences and tunes with few melodic skips made the music 
of and for the people. Most of the hymns were easily sung and learned at their first 
hearing.”87 As such, most of Wesley’s hymns followed the plain tunes of English country 
parish music. While Isaac Watts had limited his hymn writing largely to four meters, 
Wesley experimented freely, using thirty different metric forms. Wesley employed 
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trochaic meters more frequently than iambic ones, perhaps because so many of the psalm 
tunes were set to iambic meters.   
American collections of the new English country parish music began to appear 
shortly after the Great Awakening (1726–1755). In 1761 Philadelphia singing master 
James Lyon published Urania; or a Choice Collection of Psalm-Tunes, Anthems, and 
Hymns, the first major compilation of sacred music edited and published in America. 
Urania included a large group of four-part English plain tunes along with the first printed 
music by Americans, including Francis Hopkinson, William Tuckey, and Lyon himself.88 
Comprehensive editions of English collections and manuals of composition were also 
reprinted in New England, making technical details of the new style readily available to 
aspiring American composers.  
In 1770, at age twenty-four, William Billings published his first tune book, The 
New-England Psalm-Singer—the first collection to print only original music by an 
American composer, including psalm tunes, fuging tunes, anthems, and canons.89 Other 
American compilers and composers quickly followed Billings’ example and issued their 
own eclectic or single-composer collections. Among the most prolific of Billings’ 
contemporaries and successors were Daniel Read, Samuel Holyoke, and Oliver Holden, 
whose “Coronation” is the earliest American tune still in common use.90  
Each subsequent compiler of singing school tune books included prefatory 
instructions designed to simplify the “rudiments” to make music reading easier. Most of 
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these tune books, following European style, used diamond-headed half notes and square 
whole notes and used solmization to reinforce the pitch (see figure 2.4). While helpful as 
a teaching method, solmization quickly cluttered the page and made it impossible to add 
both solfege and text as a part of the same score.  
 
 Figure 2.4—Solfege written in-line with notation. From The Psalms, Hymns, 
and Spiritual Songs of the Old and New-Testament, 1742.  
 
 
 The beginning of the nineteenth century saw the introduction of different shape-
note heads for each of the four syllables: a right triangle for fa, a circle for sol, a square 
for la, and a diamond for mi, all on a five-line music staff. These shapes first appeared in 
William Little and William Smith’s The Easy Instructor in 1801. This notation was 
invented by Philadelphia merchant John Connelly, who, on March 10th, 1798, signed over 
his rights to the system to Little and Smith.91 The use of four-shape notation spread 
rapidly to the South and West. The melodies of the hymns were most often placed in the 
tenor (see figure 2.5), with three-part harmonization that sometimes featured open and 
parallel fourths and fifths, and numerous dissonances. It is sometimes difficult to 
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determine the extent of the original contributions of the compiler, who often attached his 
name to tunes he had harmonized, arranged, or merely transcribed, as well as to those he 
had composed.92 With the addition of shape notation, the singing school spread rapidly 
everywhere in the new republic after 1800, fueled by another vast upsurge of popular 
evangelical religion known as the Second Great Awakening (1799–1844).   
 
 Figure 2.5—Shape-note notation. From John Wyeth’s Repository of Sacred 
Music, Part Second (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1813).  
 
 
 A series of accomplished southern and western tune books appeared during the 
Second Awakening, including John Wyeth’s Repository of Sacred Music (1813), A. D. 
Carden’s Missouri Harmony (1820), and William Walker’s Southern Harmony and 
Musical Companion (1835). Georgia Baptist singing masters Benjamin Franklin White 
and E. J. King added to that list by publishing The Sacred Harp (1844), which found an 
extraordinarily large and loyal following among southern evangelicals. The Sacred Harp 
contained not only the latest camp-meeting songs and spiritual ballads from the South, 
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but also a comprehensive collection of earlier tunes and anthems from New England, the 
Middle States, and the Ohio Valley.93  
 The Sacred Harp represented the musical zenith of the singing-school tradition, 
but by 1844 that tradition was already being undermined by the introduction of European 
sacred music into American churches. The practice of adapting melodies from the 
instrumental and operatic works of classical composers such as Haydn, Mozart, and 
Beethoven gained currency during the early nineteenth century. The first influence of art 
music into CCS occurred in 1801 in Edward Miller’s Sacred Music. Miller’s work was 
the first British tune book to include AUSTRIAN HYMN, which Haydn had written as a 
national anthem for Austria. William Gardiner’s Sacred Melodies (1812, 1815) were also 
significant sources for adaptations of classical melodies, among which were GERMANY 
and LYONS. The appropriating of these melodies with the necessary alterations to hymn 
tune requirements became a fashionable enterprise, and the compilers who indulged in 
this practice undoubtedly felt that, besides having educational value, the appearance of 
the names of these famous composers in their collections added greatly to their own 
prestige.94  
 Among other compilers of this “better music” for worship was Lowell Mason, 
Congregationalist composer, church musician, and music educator from Boston. Mason 
(1792–1872) published The Boston Handel and Haydn Society Collection of Church 
Music in 1822 which contained music featuring harmonized hymn settings of European 
tunes. Mason was prolific in his publication of collections of music for both church and 
school. He was involved in at least eighty-four collections of music, either as sole 
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compiler or in collaboration with others. These publications show his recognition of the 
need for better music; his contributions of original tunes, such as MISSIONARY HYMN 
and BETHANY; and his adaptation of tunes from other sources.95 Mason’s arrangements 
and adaptations have been particularly enduring, and include ANTIOCH (“Joy to the 
World”), AZMON (“O for a Thousand Tongues to Sing”), and HAMBURG (“When I 
Survey the Wondrous Cross”). While the singing school and its music still maintained a 
firm grip on rural and frontier America, by the Civil War the works of Mason and his 
colleagues had replaced them in America’s cities with sacred music determined more by 
art than by religious tradition.96 This emphasis on artistic expression marked the 
beginning of a Victorian style in hymnody.  
 Named after Queen Victoria (1837–1901), the last two-thirds of the nineteenth 
century was a period of subjectivity in which the goal of the artist was to project his or 
her inner state. As the audience viewed, read, sang, or heard the art object, they were 
expected to experience vicariously the emotion of the artist. William Reynolds writes of 
the Victorian era: 
This was also an era of populism, in which art, education, and other ‘public’ 
activities were to be for all people, and thus had to be simple enough for even the 
untutored to grasp and, in some cases, perform for themselves. The combination 
of these features led to an explosion of hymn writing and singing, with hymns 
often rivaling parlor songs or other secular music forms in popularity. As was the 
case with contemporary secular forms, Victorian hymn writers sometimes adopted 
excessively flowery language and sentimentality to wrench the emotions of the 
singers.97 
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 Victorian composers wrote congregational songs that spoke in the musical 
language of their day. In writing their hymn tunes, these composers generally followed 
the patterns of contemporary secular part songs. The melodies frequently began on the 
third or fifth of the tonic chord rather than the root, and were often quite static, making 
them easy to sing but also tending toward stagnation. To offset this deficiency, 
composers resorted to moving bass and inner parts or to chromatic and added-note 
harmonies (see figure 2.6). This emotion-driven composition style was the basis for the 
emergence of the gospel song.  
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 Figure 2.6—Samuel Wesley’s setting of AURELIA (1864) in the Victorian 
style.  
 
Development of Gospel Songs: 1825–1950 
The gospel song has its roots in American folk hymnody, which emerged at the turn of 
the century in The Christian Harmony (1805), complied by Jeremiah Ingalls, and the 
evangelical collections of Asahel Nettleton and Joshua Leavitt. Of equal importance were 
the camp-meeting collections, the singing-school books, and the songs designed for use 
in the Sunday school movement. Sunday school collections began to appear in the 1820s 
and continued into the 1870s. The person most responsible for popularizing the early 
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gospel hymns that appeared in these Sunday school collections was William B. Bradbury. 
Between 1841 and 1867, Bradbury was associated with the publication of over seventy 
collections of sacred and secular music. Similar to Bradbury’s collections was The 
Sacred Harp hymnal,98 which birthed the tradition of Sacred Harp singing.99 Buell Cobb 
Jr. writes: 
In the early days of the revival movement, hymnals were not available for the 
large crowds that usually gathered. In fact, at a typical meeting the only 
hymnbook on hand might have been the preacher’s. And since many of the 
outdoor camp meetings were held at night, books would not always have been 
useful anyway. For this reason, and for others, the camp-meeting song had to be 
different from the hymns that had been used in church services.100  
 
 The Sacred Harp contained not only the latest camp-meeting songs and spiritual 
ballads from the South, but also a comprehensive collection of earlier tunes and anthems 
from New England, the Middle States, and the Ohio Valley. All of these influences 
converged and contributed to the development of the gospel song.  
  “Gospel song” was Ira Sankey’s term for his much-imitated compositions of the 
1870s that combined sentimental evangelical lyrics with Victorian glee, barbershop, and 
parlor-room music styles. In 1874, Philip P. Bliss compiled a small collection, Gospel 
Songs, that was published by the John Church Company of Cincinnati. That title became 
the generic label by which all subsequent songs of this type were known. The prevailing 
method of gospel songwriting was to recount the gospel message, making sure the 
                                                          
98 Benjamin Franklin White and E. J. King, The Sacred Harp (Philadelphia: B. F. White 
and Joel King, 1844).  
99 Upon publication, The Sacred Harp found an extraordinarily large and loyal following 
among southern evangelicals. Many congregations still gather for monthly “Sacred Harp 
singing” meetings. 
100 Buell E. Cobb Jr., The Sacred Harp: A Tradition and Its Music (Athens: University of 
Georgia Press, 1978), 80. 
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singers/listeners knew of their own depravity, God’s saving mercy, and the coming of 
eternal life in heaven.  
 The gospel songs were intended primarily to serve the needs of evangelistic 
services and Sunday school meetings. For this reason, their emphasis was upon emotional 
appeal rather than intellectual reflection. Testimony songs and praise songs had faster 
tempos (HEART MELODY: “In My Heart There Rings a Melody”), lilting rhythms 
(ROLL CALL, figure 2.7), jagged melodic contour (SAFTEY, figure 2.8), and contain 
more inner-voice chromatic passing tones and common-tone diminished seventh chords 
(OLD RUGGED CROSS, figure 2.9). Tunes were being composed just for children 
(JESUS LOVES ME) or for heart-rending calls to repent (SURRENDER: “I Surrender 
All”), or in the style of a march (MARCHING TO ZION: “We’re Marching to Zion”). 
While hymns were only known by their first lines (since no words are repeated in 
strophic form), now songs could also be titled by their “popular” title, which would be 
the first and/or last words of the refrain, since that was the memorable repeated material 
(what today would be called “the hook”). Tunes were pentatonic, simple, folk-like 
melodies that usually included a refrain so that they could be easily learned and easily 
remembered. The melodic lines were supported by simple harmonic structure, with 
infrequent changes of harmony (typically, one chord per measure). Robert Stevenson has 
effectively summarized the appeal of this body of congregational songs: “Gospel 
hymnody has the distinction of being America’s most typical contribution to Christian 
song…[Ira] Sankey’s songs are true folk music of the people. Dan Emmett and Stephen 
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Foster only did in secular music what Ira D. Sankey and P. P. Bliss did as validly and 
effectively in sacred music.”101  
 
Figure 2.7. Example of lilting rhythm in gospel songs. From ROLL CALL (1893) by 
James Black.  
 
 
 Figure 2.8—Example of jagged melodic contour in gospel songs. From 
SAFETY (1912) by Howard Smith.  
 
                                                          
101 Robert Stevenson, Patterns of Protestant Church Music (Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press, 1953), 162.  
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 Figure 2.9—Example of common-tone diminished chords in gospel songs. 
From OLD RUGGED CROSS (1913) by George Bennard. 
 
 
 The practice of “parts singing” was also a distinguishing characteristic of the late 
1800s and into the 1900s, especially on the refrains. Songwriters provided internal 
rhythm among the voice parts, so the congregation mimicked a gospel quartet. The 
practice dropped off rather quickly after the advent of contemporary Christian music, so 
very little of the original polyphony remains in The Celebration Hymnal or other 
contemporary hymnals. See figure 2.10 for a comparison of a publication from 1887 with 
The Celebration Hymnal publication in 1997.  
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 Figure 2.10a—1887 publication of WONDROUS STORY.  
 
  
 Figure 2.10b—1997 publication of WONDROUS STORY. 
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 Despite the diverse contributing subgenres that comprise gospel music, the term 
has generally meant a delineated set of evangelical sacred-song styles rooted in gospel 
songs and developed in different but generically identifiable ways by the ‘black’ and 
‘white’ branches of the movement. Mel Wilhoit writes regarding this contrast between 
white gospel and black gospel music: 
African Americans quickly adopted what was becoming a new genre of religious 
music—a style of church music which not only allowed but even encouraged the 
powerful expression of personal feelings and experience ... Over the next 75 years 
this hybrid gospel song style cross-pollinated with additional influences 
(including ragtime and jazz, the blues, and various folk traditions like ring-shouts) 
to produce the rich heritage which presently characterizes much of what is called 
black gospel music.102 
 
 
 Today, gospel music can refer to any musical style as long as the lyrical content 
continues to proclaim the gospel message. The Gospel Music Association (GMA) is a 
prime example of this modified new term. Since 1970, the GMA Dove Awards has 
celebrated a rich musical diversity: awards are presented to individuals representing 
modern rock, rap/hip-hop, pop/contemporary, inspirational, southern gospel, urban, 
bluegrass, country, worship, and more. For the purposes of this study, however, “gospel 
songs” will refer specifically to CCS written between 1825 and 1950 in the style of 
Sankey and Bliss. 
 
Development of Praise Choruses: 1950–1996 
 During the first half of the twentieth century, little new musical activity took place 
in CCS. The evangelical church was largely distracted by the controversy of liberalism 
                                                          
102 Mel R. Wilhoit, “Ira Sankey: Father of Gospel Music,” Rejoice! (June–July 1991), 14.  
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and by two world wars and a depression, and second-generation gospel song-writers were 
often less creative imitators of established forms. Nonetheless, the advent of radio created 
more opportunity for performers to be heard by large audiences without having to travel 
or to be placed in the context of a worship service.103 New spiritual movements began to 
take shape in the United States. Three “waves of the Spirit” swept across the country,104 
and with them came new music and new emphases. The Pentecostal movement was the 
first wave, bringing with it a more zealous singing style and many new denominations. 
Some fifty years later, the second wave, the Charismatic wave, broke over the church and 
the differences in musical style were obvious to all.  
 New sounds in church music emerged during the mid-1950s, and terms such as 
“light,” “pop,” and “folk” applied to some of the new music composed for churches.105 
Baby Boomers played music according to their own unique idiom, which included folk 
and rock music. This musical phenomenon resulted from the Charismatic renewal 
movement, and was something of a generational reaction against their parents. In many 
churches, informal songs and choruses in popular style supplanted more traditional forms 
of hymnody. The informal songs were often sung from memory, song sheets, or overhead 
projection, but they can also be found in collections ranging from paperback songbooks 
to denominational hymnals. To relate to both churched and unchurched people, songs 
                                                          
103 The first religious service broadcast on radio was January 2, 1921. For more 
information, see Dan Graves, “KDKA Made Religious Waves,” accessed on November 
12, 2017, http://www.christianity.com/church/church-history/timeline/1901-2000/kdka-
made-religious-waves-11630722.html  
104 The first wave was Pentecostalism in 1906, the second wave was Charismaticism in 
1959, and the third wave was Neo-Charismaticism in the early 1980s. See Angus Stewart, 
“The Three Waves of Charismatic Christianity,” accessed November 12, 2017, 
http://www.cprf.co.uk/articles/charismaticchristianity.html#.WLV82G8rJhE 
105 Reynolds, 84. 
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almost invariably consisted only of a chorus and usually consisted of a folk, light pop, or 
rock style. They were most often accompanied by piano, guitar, or jazz/rock combo.106  
 The advent of rock and roll and emerging folk music of the 1950s and 1960s 
quickly found comparable expressions in Christianity. The Jesus Movement based at 
Calvary Chapel in Costa Mesa, California, became the wellspring for new Christian 
music throughout the 1960s and 1970s. The unleashing of this fresh and expressive music 
to the church ultimately birthed the Christian music publishing company and record label 
Maranatha! Music (1971). Suddenly, the musical culture of the church that had lagged 
secular society was deciding to come along. Record sales began to increase, specialized 
radio stations sprang up, and popular Christian artists began travelling full-time singing 
to large groups. In 1979, sales of gospel records and tapes through normal distribution 
channels were reported to be $100 million annually. By 1989, sales of recorded product 
totaled about $325 million.107 Much of this growth was in the contemporary division of 
Christian music.108 
 The success of contemporary Christian music (CCM) in the marketplace both 
aided and hindered its acceptance into local congregations—aided because churches 
across America were now familiar with the sound of Christian pop music, hindered 
because many believed that anything that resembled rock-and-roll music did not belong 
in church. Worship songs written in this era often began as solo pieces made famous by 
artists like Sandi Patti and Steve Green, arranged for full orchestra. Christian music 
                                                          
106 Ibid., 89. 
107 Ken Read, “The Harmonies of Michael W. Smith: Changes in Gospel Music in the 
1980s” (master’s thesis, Miami University, 1992), 21. 
108 Joe Battaglia, “More Stations Appreciating Contemporary Christian Music’s Sound,” 
Religious Broadcasting (July–August 1990), 24.  
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publishers would take these songs originally intended for Christian artists and rearrange 
them for choir and congregation. Terry W. York, author of America’s Worship Wars, 
outlines the stylistic transition from artist-driven to congregational worship songs: “In 
many, perhaps most, cases, congregational love for songs from the Christian popular 
music repertory came after hearing arrangements. If accessibility was a factor when 
bringing Christian popular songs from recordings to the choir, it certainly was when such 
a song moved to the congregation.”109 Curators of CCS during this period had to be 
careful with song selections, choosing only the songs that still largely conformed to the 
expectations that hymns and gospel songs had pre-established for the local church. As a 
result, CCS that was accepted into the church during this time were songs that could be a) 
accompanied by piano/organ, b) sung in unison or four parts by a congregation, and c) 
printed in a hymnal. Praise choruses seemed to be the perfect combination of modern 
music and traditional songs.  
 While praise choruses have several shared characteristics with CCS from earlier 
eras, they are different in many ways. Firstly, they had a different form than either 
strophic hymns or verse/refrain gospel songs. Often praise choruses had no verse but just 
the chorus (CARES CHORUS, see figure 2.11), or sometimes had two sections 
constructed to work together as counterpoint (SING HALLELUJAH, see figure 2.12). 
Secondly, vocal parts were no longer written with traditional four-part voicing in mind 
but instead contained three-voice improvised parts110 (MIGHTY IS OUR GOD, see 
figure 2.13). Thirdly, some songs were written as a round or antiphonal song; where the 
                                                          
109 Terry W. York, America’s Worship Wars (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2003), 48.  
110 Though frequently hymn editors still added four-part voicing to the hymnal. 
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leader would alternate with the congregation (HUMBLE THYSELF, figure 2.14), or as a 
two- or three-part canon (MARANATHA, figure 2.15). 
 
 Figure 2.11—Example of chorus-only praise chorus. CARES CHORUS 
(1978) by Kelly Willard.  
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 Figure 2.12—Simple counterpoint in a multi-section praise chorus. SING 
HALLELUJAH (1974) by Linda Stassen-Benjamin.  
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 Figure 2.13—Three-part improvised harmony. This example was written out 
to accompany MIGHTY IS OUR GOD (1989) by Eugene Greco, Gerrit Gustafson, 
and Don Moen.  
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 Figure 2.14—Example of leader and congregation alternating melody in 
praise choruses. HUMBLE THYSELF (1978) by Bob Hudson.  
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 Figure 2.15—Simple counterpoint in a multi-section praise chorus. 
MARANATHA (1972) by Terrye Coelho.   
 
 
 There also was a rediscovery of “praise” as the purpose for the song. For the last 
century, evangelical Christians had largely sung songs with the purpose of proclaiming 
the gospel message to each other as worship. But this new generation rightly called their 
songs praise choruses, because the percentage of praise as a topic was noticeably larger. 
The approach to Scripture was also very different. For instance, Wesley’s “Arise my 
soul” contains a Bible allusion or semi-quote in every line; Bliss’s “Almost persuaded” 
contains a couple of Bible references in every song/verse; meanwhile Lafferty’s “Seek ye 
First” was only the words of Scripture themselves. There was a revolutionary return to 
Psalmody. By the mid-90s there was a shift to more symbolic imagery in lyrics as songs 
went from praise choruses and scripture songs to Contemporary Worship Songs.  
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Development of CWM: 1996–2016 
 By the mid-1990s CCS was written fully with the praise band in mind. While not 
altogether abandoned, the church’s vocabulary of worship music shifted from four-part 
harmony and songbook-driven singing to the anthem praise chorus of large Christian 
venues such as Hillsong Conference, Passion Conference, or other large gatherings of 
believers singing together in unison. Churches realized that technology could broaden 
their reach in the 2000s and they began to exploit those capabilities. Megachurches such 
as Bethel Church in California now had the ability to record and promote their music 
worldwide,111 not just to their own local congregants. Indeed, most songs written today 
are composed by a team of musicians at a church who write songs for their local 
congregation to sing. After the songs have been vetted by the congregation, they are 
disseminated through various methods of consumption: digital sales, streamed content, 
album sales, and even touring concerts.  
 CWM continues to gain broad acceptance through mimicking popular song forms 
with technological innovation,112 creating tensions for both the professionalization and 
democratization of worship. Christian music scholar Daniel Thorton writes that “some 
popular music performance paradigms distance performers from audience, while some 
popular music elements make songs accessible to the masses—singable melodies, 
familiar harmonies and considerable repetition.113 Thus, congregations engaged with 
                                                          
111 See www.bethelmusic.com. 
112 Travis Doucette, “The Historical Development of the Modern Worship Song over the 
Past 100 Years” (senior thesis, Liberty University, 2008), 23. 
113 Daniel Thorton, “Exploring the Contemporary Congregational Song Genre: Texts, 
Practice, and Industry,” PhD diss., (Macquarie University, 2015), 25.  
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CCS negotiate the tension between music as elite performance and music as communal 
practice. 
 Perhaps the most distinguishable aspect of this communal practice is seen through 
the way CWM is composed. Nearly all songs are written as part of a team experience—
sometimes a spontaneously formed team whose sole purpose was to collaborate on 
writing a song. Collaboration has become crucial to modern songwriting as composers 
have realized that the synergy created through collaboration is better than a piece 
composed by oneself.114 Hillsong’s Reuben Morgan stated that the keys to success in 
songwriting are to “write every day and take a bad song to a good level to a great level, 
and to use the input of a co-author to round out your creativity.”115 Jason Ingram, 
coauthor of over a thousand songs, says: 
Practically speaking, it’s always great to get in a room with someone who may 
have different strengths. One person may be a bit stronger with lyrics while 
someone else may be a bit stronger with melody or music. Either way, the 
collective voice is so much stronger and far broader in reach than the individual 
voice. Collaboration teaches us to hold loosely to our ideas and let others speak 
into our songs. Songs for the corporate body aren’t about us anyway. They are for 
us but they are just as much for everyone else who walks into the back door of a 
church desperately needing to connect with God and know his presence. ...I found 
that having multiple names on a song really helps make the song less about the 
individual who wrote it and more about the God of the song.116 
 
                                                          
114 This is understood at the corporate level in the modern workplace as well. The 
effective teams at Google ensure that everyone gets an equal chance to share his/her 
thoughts. This creates a collective IQ that emerges within a team that is distinct from the 
smarts of any single member. See Charles Duhigg, Smarter Faster Better: The 
Transformative Power of Real Productivity (New York: Random House, 2016). 
115 “Hillsong Songwriting Interview,” accessed November 12, 2017, 
http://worshipideas.com/hillsong-songwriting-interview/. 
116 Jason Ingram, “Collaboration and Community in Worship Songwriting,” Worship 
Leader Magazine, posted December 2, 2014, 
https://worshipleader.com/music/collaboration-and-community-in-worship-songwriting/. 
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 A diverse group of musicians with various levels of musical training are 
responsible for writing and recording most CWM songs. Once the songs reach market 
saturation and local churches begin to play them, the songs take on new shapes. While 
the core elements are retained, there is considerable flexibility in instrumentation, form, 
vocal harmonization, and non-defining elements of the song. In essence, improvisatory 
skills are extensively exercised in the performance of these songs. There has always been 
a degree to which improvisatory skills were required to lead songs throughout the history 
of CCS, but by the mid-1990s the emancipation of notation had begun: the hymnal was 
quickly being replaced with projection, notation was replaced with reference material 
(chord charts and lyrics), and specified voicing and harmonies were left up to the singers 
to decide on their own.  
 CWM is rooted in the folk and rock traditions that praise choruses established. 
The goal for the folk musician was to find the tune that fit into his or her culture most 
comfortably, with the emphasis on the text rather than the melody. Meanwhile, the goal 
of CWM composers is often to find the “hook” or the significantly distinctive textual and 
musical phrase that will make the song stand out from others, while conforming to the 
general norms of its genre. The hook is often seen as the most creative and important part 
of a popular song, since it is by the hook that the song will be most easily remembered—
and therefore requested, played, and bought.117 CWM composers display an almost 
obsessive nature in writing their tunes to be easily identified by a hook. Songs are written 
in a motivic fashion where often the opening material is repeated several times in a row 
before breaking free into new material (see Figure 2.16). These motivic-like melodies are 
                                                          
117 Anne Dhu McLucas, “The Musical Ear: Oral Tradition in the USA,” (Burlington, VT: 
Ashgate, 2010), 76.  
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often repeated independent of the harmony below them. Figure 2.16 shows the same 
melodic figure harmonized by the I, IV, and vi chord with minimal deviation in melody.  
  
 Figure 2.16—Motivic melody structure. From the chorus of “This I Believe 
(The Creed),” (2014).  
 
 
 While CWM was written with the congregation in mind, it was specifically 
designed to be performed by a praise team in a venue that requires amplification and 
some level of front-of-house production. Instead of a cappella singing or simple 
piano/organ accompaniment where the melody was the predominant feature, CWM is 
written to be sung with various textures to comprise the overall sound of the song. A 
prime example of this is found in “10,000 Reasons (Bless the Lord)” where the melody 
pauses to wait for three beats on the kick drum. Whenever this song is performed without 
a praise band present, one can often hear someone tapping their foot to the missing beats 
because they are keenly aware of the absence of that texture (figure 2.17). Likewise, 
many CWM songs are written with an instrumental break at some point in the song. 
While sonically pleasing to listen to when performed by a full praise band, these 
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instrumental breaks leave the congregation with no way to participate until the melody 
returns after the instrumental break is done.  
 
 Figure 2.17—Empty beats in “10,000 Reasons (Bless the Lord)” (2011).  
  
Summary 
 This chapter laid a foundation of understanding as to how each era of CCS 
developed its stylistic traits. A brief history was given of CCS from a historical roots 
perspective that shows how each era developed its idiomatic style. The following chapter 
will examine more closely the unique musical characteristics of each era, explore the 
trends from one era to the next, and note the similarities that exist across all four eras. 
Chapter three will identify the “congregational thread” that exists in all CCS, regardless 
of when the song was written.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
What Makes CCS Singable? 
Chapter two contained an historical overview of each of the four genres of CCS. This 
chapter more closely examines the music of the genres, comparing marks of each 
approach to communal song. The songs under evaluation were analyzed and classified in 
numerous ways: harmonic vocabulary, duration of predominant harmonies, use of leading 
tone, time signature, hymnic meter, form, melodic range, key/mode, non-diatonic melody 
notes, non-pentatonic melody notes, chord changes per measure, unique word count, and 
overall word count. A complete listing of all these features can be found for each song in 
Appendix B.  
Each generation of CCS uses the established norms of the previous era and either 
rejects those norms as trite or accepts them as the established norms and expands upon 
them. Accordingly, three possible paths for a new generation of CCS take place when 
compared to the previous generation: accept, build, or reject.  
 The first section of this chapter will show distinctions between genres of CCS 
where each generation has rejected the norms of the previous generation and created their 
own unique sound. The second section of this chapter will examine how each generation 
has accepted and built onto the established norms of the previous generation. The final 
section of this chapter reveals the common aspects of CCS accepted in each of the four 
genres. These accepted norms are what make CCS singable, regardless of which genre 
they are composed for or when they were written.  
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Distinctions in CCS 
Although all CCS is created for communal singing, the genres of hymns, gospel songs, 
praise choruses, and contemporary worship music (CWM) are each distinguishable from 
the others in several ways. These differences have been the root cause of the “worship 
wars” within the church.118 What are the musical differences that have fueled such 
conflict within the church? How are each of these genres distinct within the broader 
scope of CCS? There are many ways in which they are unique from each other, which 
reveal some of the cultural differences associated with each genre.    
Cultural differences between the generations are perhaps the clearest way to 
understand the development of each genre, for each genre has flourished in a particular 
era: hymns from the time of the Reformation until the middle of the nineteenth century, 
when the wave of evangelistic meetings heralded the advent of gospel songs. By the mid-
twentieth century, the Baby Boom generation, tired of lengthy and sentimental songs, 
focused primarily on salvation, and the praise chorus was born. Around the turn of the 
millennium, the chorus had expanded into radio-ready pop songs. In summary, CCS 
moved from pipe organ to piano, to folk guitar, to rock band.  
Hymns were rarely composed with both the text and tune by the same author. 
Indeed, frequently an editor of a hymnal years after the text’s composition decided on the 
marriage of text and tune. As such, it can be difficult to pinpoint the exact year of 
composition, or even who the composer was. Additionally, the reserved four-voice 
settings found in modern hymnals adhere to functional harmony of the Common Practice 
                                                          
118 Ronald Byars, The Future of Protestant Worship: Beyond the Worship Wars 
(Westminster: John Knox Press, 2002), 8.  
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Period.119 The forty-eight hymn tunes for this study generally fall between the years of 
1700 and 1875.120  
The new form of gospel songs uses a common refrain. Hymns and gospel songs 
contain some overlap in composition years because of a fifty year stretch where both 
hymns and gospel songs were in common practice. By the late 1800s, with the popularity 
of evangelists like D. L. Moody and Billy Sunday, and their song leaders, the era of the 
gospel song was in place.121 Like hymns, gospel songs were also mostly composed with 
text and tune by different authors, but songwriters (such as Philip P. Bliss or Ira Sankey) 
and song writing duos (such as William D. Doane and Fanny Crosby) became 
increasingly common. 
Praise choruses most often shared the same author for both the text and tune. In 
fact, almost all praise choruses are classified as “Irregular” hymnic meter, implying that 
substituting one tune for another would be impractical. More recently, CWM songs have 
been most often composed because of a collaborative effort of two or more songwriters. 
Broadly speaking, the average date ranges for hymns is 1700–1875, gospel songs 1825–
1925, praise choruses 1925–1990, and CWM 1990–2014. Table 3.1 shows an exact range 
of dates from the CCS surveyed in this study. 
                                                          
119 While the Common Practice Period is usually dated from as early as 1600 to as late as 
1910, the hymnal settings do not resemble those before 1700 (basso continuo and figured 
bass) nor after 1850 (advanced harmonies and modulations). 
120 Hymns have continued to be written, even to this day, but the stylistic lines tend to 
blur between genres. For example, “How Deep the Father’s Love For Us” (1995) and “In 
Christ Alone” (2001) are written in the style of hymns though they fit in the era of CWM. 
For the sake of clarifying hymn tunes and comparable modern settings, this study is 
limited to what might be considered traditional hymns. 
121 As with hymns, Gospel Songs have continued through the years, and up to today, 
perpetuated by the likes of songs by Bill and Gloria Gaither (“He Touched Me”) and 
Andre Crouch (“The Blood Will Never Lose Its Power”). But even these songwriters 
crossed genres often. For the sake of consistent samples, the dates are limited. 
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 Table 3.1—Average composition dates of CCS separated by genre.  
 
Era Hymns Gospel Songs Praise Choruses CWM 
Date range of 
composition  
1529–1877 1820–1914 1956–1988 1996–2014 
Mean tune 
composition date 
1777 1882 1974 2005 
 
The next delineation of each of these four eras is the form of the song. Hymns are 
strophic; gospel songs are strophic with an added refrain; praise choruses emphasize the 
refrain, sometimes without any verses at all; and CWM tends to be in popular song form, 
including verses, chorus and bridge (see table 3.2). 
Table 3.2—Typical forms used in different CCS eras. 
Era Hymns Gospel Songs Praise Choruses CWM 
Typical 
Form  
||:verse:|| ||:verse, chorus:|| ||:chorus:|| ||:verse, pre-chorus, chorus:|| 
or some variation 
 
 
 
 Of the forty-eight sampled hymns in this study, all are strophic in form ranging 
from one to ten stanzas (or verses).122 Most of the representative hymns are written in 
binary form (see table 3.3). Hymns are typically sixteen measures.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
122 For the sake of comparison with contemporary song form, stanzas are henceforth 
referred to as “verses.”  
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 Table 3.3—Frequency of form in hymns.  
 
Ternary Occurrences Frequency 
 3 6.3% 
aa'b  1 2.1% 
aBB' 1 2.1% 
abc 1 2.1% 
Binary 35 72.9% 
aa'ba' 10 20.8% 
ab 25 52.1% 
Through-composed 10 20.8% 
abcd 10 20.8% 
Grand Total 48 100% 
 
 Gospel songs are also strophic, though they include an additional refrain (or 
chorus).123 The addition of a refrain provides more repeated lyrical material, which 
means more familiarity and predictability. Congregations are better able to sing along 
with the refrains of gospel songs than the verses of hymns.124 Just as with hymn tunes, 
the most common musical form for gospel song tunes is some variation of binary form 
(85%). Only 6.7% of the gospel songs do not have a refrain. Even with the additional 
refrain most gospel songs are only sixteen measures, because the verses tend to be shorter 
than those of hymns (see table 3.4). Refrains are indicated in table 3.4 by the letters just 
after the period. 
 
 
 
                                                          
123 Among some styles, the refrain is called a “burden.” For the sake of consistency in 
making comparisons, from this point on the refrain will be called a “chorus.” 
124 By way of illustration: a hymn can only be titled by its first line of text, because few 
repeated words throughout the song. But many gospel songs also have a “popular title,” 
usually derived from the refrain. This alternate title is popularized by the sheer number of 
times the text of the refrain is sung compared to any single stanza of the verse. The more 
times a congregation sings something the better they can predict it the next time and thus 
sing along the following time.  
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 Table 3.4—Frequency of form in gospel songs. 
 
Ternary Occurrences Frequency 
 4 6.7% 
a.BB' 1 1.7% 
aa'.b 2 3.3% 
aa'bc.de  1 1.7% 
Binary 51 85% 
aa'.ba' 6 10.0% 
aa'.bb' 23 38.3% 
aa'.bc 17 28.3% 
ab.a'b 1 1.7% 
aab.cc'  1 1.7% 
ab.cb 2 3.3% 
ab 1 1.7% 
Through-composed 5 8.3% 
abc.de 2 3.3% 
abcd 3 5.0% 
Grand Total 60 100% 
 
 
 Many praise choruses are no longer than eight or sixteen measures and many do 
not contain a verse, but only a repeated chorus. Because the text lacks multiple stanzas, 
its vocabulary has substantially fewer words than those of hymns and gospel songs and it 
is therefore much easier to learn and sing. Nearly all praise choruses are in some sort of 
binary form (90.5%), as seen in table 3.5.  
 Table 3.5—Frequency of form in praise choruses. 
 
Ternary 
Occurrences 
2 
Frequency 
4.8% 
aba 1 2.4% 
abc 1 2.4% 
Binary (with refrain) 4 9.5% 
aa'.bb' 3 7.1% 
aa'a'.b  1 2.4% 
Binary (without refrain) 34 81.0% 
ab 34 80.1% 
Through-composed 2 4.8% 
aa'bcd 1 2.4% 
abc.def 1 2.4% 
Grand Total 42 100% 
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 The date range for the era of praise choruses is relatively brief, yet the difference 
in form between these praise choruses and contemporary worship music is significant. 
Most obvious is the complexity of form: instead of binary form, CWM is usually ternary. 
To be more specific, CWM consists of three identifiable sections: either a “pre-chorus” 
between the verse and chorus (verse, pre-chorus, chorus, etc.), or a “bridge” that occurs 
two-thirds of the way through a song (verse, chorus, verse, chorus, bridge, bridge, 
chorus, chorus). Table 3.6 shows the most common break-downs of form in CWM. Thus, 
the complexity of form for CCS grew from strophic in the 1700s, to binary in the 1800s, 
to just a chorus in the 1900s, to now having variations of multiple-part forms. 
 Table 3.6—Frequency of form arrangements in CWM.  
 
Two elements 
Occurrences 
14 
Frequency 
25.0% 
||:verse, chorus:|| 14 25.0% 
Three elements 38 67.9% 
||v,pc,c,v,pc,c,c|| 9 16.1% 
||v,v,c,v,c,c,b,b,c,c|| 29 51.8% 
Four elements 4 7.1% 
||v,pc,c,v,pc,c,b,b,pc,c,c|| 4 7.1% 
Grand Total 56 100% 
 
 While the complexity of form in CWM increased, other facets of CWM decreased 
in complexity. One such area is the number of unique chords used in CWM contrasted 
with the rest of CCS. Hymns, gospel songs, and praise choruses use more tonicization 
and secondary dominants than CWM and therefore utilize a broader number of chords 
overall. Praise choruses use the highest number of unique chords per song125 and CWM 
                                                          
125 Praise choruses also incorporate more mode mixture than other genres: three of the 
praise songs were in a minor key and three other songs borrowed chords from the parallel 
minor (two songs borrowed ♭VII and one song borrowed iv). 
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uses the least number of unique chords per song. A breakdown of each genre can be seen 
in figure 3.1 and a comparative illustration across all four genres can be seen in table 3.8.  
 
 Figure 3.1a—Unique chord count out of 48 representative hymns.  
 
 Figure 3.1b—Unique chord count out of 60 representative gospel songs. 
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 Figure 3.1c—Unique chord count out of 42 representative praise choruses. 
 
 
 
 Figure 3.1d—Unique chord count out of 56 representative CWM. 
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 Table 3.7—Unique chord count of all CCS side-by-side.  
 
 
Hymns Gospel Praise CWM 
I 48 60 39 56 
ii 36 18 32 30 
iii 12 1 10 3 
IV 48 59 34 56 
V 2 
 
5 55 
V7 46 60 17  
V 
 
8 33 1 
vi  30 16 23 48 
vii° 11 1 3 
 i 
  
3 
 ii° 
  
6 
 III 
  
1 2 
iv 
  
2 
 v 
  
1 
 V+ 
 
3 
  VI 
  
3 
 VII 
  
3 
 ♭VI 
 
1 
  ♭VII 
  
2 5 
V/ii  11 5 7 
 V/iii 2 
 
1 
 V/IV 10 9 17 
 V/V  26 24 5 2 
V/vi 14 4 4 
 vii°/ii 1 
 
2 
 vii°/IV 
 
1 
 vii°/V 4 
 
3 
 CT°71 1 14 3 
 Total 302 283 260 238 
Unique 
count  16 17 27 10 
Avg. per 
song 6.6 5.0 5.7 4.1 
 
 
 The primary chords used in each genre are the I, IV, V7,126 and vi chords. The 
average amount of time each of these primary chords is given is shown in table 3.7. For 
                                                          
126 The tritone is a vertical sonority which CWM avoids. 
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this study, the ii and IV chords are grouped together because the ii and IV chords both 
function as a subdominant, or pre-dominant. The shaded boxes indicate the highest use of 
that harmony of the four genres. Each genre seems to favor one harmony above the other 
genres. The category labeled “other” indicates non-diatonic harmonies.  
 Table 3.8—Average time spent on each harmony per song.  
 
 I ii/IV V  vi  other  
Hymns 42.4% 14.0% 30.8% 5.2% 7.4% 
Gospel 55.5% 13.2% 27.5% 0.9% 2.8% 
Praise 39.0% 21.5% 22.7% 4.7% 13.9% 
CWM 32.1% 30.8% 22.4% 12.3% 4.1% 
 
Interestingly, the lack of V7 chords in all the CWM studied could be a result of the 
goal-oriented nature of harmonies in hymns, gospel songs, and praise choruses versus the 
looping nature of CWM harmonies. The loop-based structure of CWM benefits the 
worship leader and praise team and gives them the ability to repeat any section of the 
song (verse, chorus, or bridge) without feeling like the song has come to an end and 
resumed unexpectedly. Likewise, the open-ended cadential points allow for worship 
leaders to flow directly from one song into the next and create a set of songs that are felt 
as one continuous flow of music.  
The term “cadence” is a bit misleading as cadences imply a terminal moment at 
the end of a progression. Most CWM are structured around retrogressions—chord loops 
with no clear end moment.127 Traditionally, the harmonic progression is structured 
around the circle of fifths, beginning on tonic, pausing halfway on the dominant, and then 
accelerating the harmonic rhythm leading to a final perfect authentic cadence at the end 
                                                          
127 CWM uses more third-related movements than the earlier eras of CCS, which uses 
progressions structured around the circle of fifths. 
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of the song. Figure 3.2 shows an example of this accelerated harmonic rhythm occurring 
at the final cadence; hymns, gospel songs, and praise choruses (though to a lesser extent) 
all use this device to indicate the final moment in a song.  
 
 Figure 3.2—Accelerated harmonic rhythm driving toward a final cadence. 
From Hudson’s AT THE CROSS (1885). 
 
 
In CWM, the harmonic rhythm remains constant, regardless of whether the 
melody is approaching the final cadence or not. Thus, the final cadence for CWM is a 
PAC only 56% of the time, with the plagal cadence as the next most common final 
cadence (see figure 3.3). How does a song end, if it has no final definitive resolution? 
Instead of harmonic cadence, CWM often relies on slowing rhythms and deceptive 
cadence tags to signify the end of a song. Tags usually consist of the last phrase of the 
chorus and are used as a penultimate auditory marker for the band and congregation to 
know the song is ending. The song ends more like a train coming to a stop than a car 
putting on its brakes—the song stops, but with less finality. 
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 Figure 3.3—Percentage of final cadences in CCS.  
 
 
Because of the constant rhythm in hymns, gospel songs and praise choruses 
(though to a lesser extent) use longer cadential moments to allow singers a chance to 
catch their breath (see figure 3.4a). CWM, however, has more rests within each phrase 
and therefore does not rely on cadences as a resting point in the same way the other 
genres of CCS do (see figure 3.4b)—indeed, sometimes the verse segues directly into the 
beginning of the chorus without any pause (see figure 3.5). Melodic phrases do still come 
to something of a rest, but the phrase structure is more flexible. The open cadences allow 
for songs to be prolonged easily or to segue directly from one song into another. They 
also allow the worship leader to navigate from verse to chorus to bridge at any given time 
without feeling like they are turning back in the song. It also allows the service to flow 
from one song to another without having to come to a cadence.  
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 Figure 3.4a—Breathing moments during cadences in hymns, gospel songs, 
and praise choruses. Breath marks added for emphasis. From Brooks Everett’s 
FOOTSTEPS (1871).  
 
 
 Figure 3.4b—Breathing moments between cadences in CWM. From 
Redman, Myrin, Tomlin, and Reeves “Our God” (2010).  
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 Figure 3.5—Direct segue from one section into the next. From Joel Houston’s 
“From the Inside Out” (2005).  
 
 
A survey of all cadential moments in CCS reveals that about 68% of cadences end 
on the tonic triad, 30% end on the dominant, and just 2% end on a different harmony (see 
figure 3.6). Because CWM uses such a balanced ratio of primary harmonies (I=22%, 
IV=22%, V=21%, vi=18%), it is not surprising to see more balanced cadences used than 
in the other genres of CCS. CWM has a ratio of perfect authentic to deceptive cadences 
of 13:1, which is much more balanced when compared to the ratio in hymns (27:1), 
gospel songs (125:1), or praise choruses (36:1).  
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Figure 3.6—Percentage of cadences in CCS.  
 
 Some interesting comparisons should be made here regarding the use of non-
diatonic harmonies across the different genres of CCS. Hymns use the highest number of 
non-diatonic chords per song.128 Hymns also had the fastest harmonic rhythm (chord 
changes per measure) out of all CCS (table 3.9). Gospel songs used the next highest 
number of non-diatonic chords per song, but most of those chords were used in an 
ornamental function.129 This ornamental non-diatonic function is most common in gospel 
songs though it also occurs in hymns and occasionally praise choruses (figure 3.7). 
Though the harmonic rhythm for CWM is comparable to both gospel songs and praise 
choruses much of the inner-voice movement disappears in CWM and thus ornamental 
chords are obsolete (see figure 3.8 for an example of inner-voice ornamental chords).  
                                                          
128 This is not surprising since hymns had the highest number of unique chords per song. 
The high use of non-diatonic chords in hymns is a result of temporarily tonicizing other 
scale degrees—most frequently the dominant. 
129 These ornamental non-diatonic harmonies do not constitute a true change in harmony 
so much as an embellishment to prolong the surrounding harmony.  
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 Table 3.9—Comparison of non-diatonic chord uses across CCS.  
 Non-diatonic 
chords per song Non-diatonic Ornamental 
Chord changes 
per measure 
Hymns 1.44 69 8 2.04 
Gospel 0.95 57 37 1.08 
Praise 1.07 45 2 1.15 
CWM 0.16 9 0 1.10 
 
 
                         I6     I       I    V6 (V34/V) V        I          I6    V34 (I) vii/o56     I        V 
 Figure 3.7—Example of an ornamental chord prolonging the dominant 
harmony in ST. THOMAS (1763).  
 
 
 
                                    I                                       IV                                   I 
 Figure 3.8—Chromatic Changing and Passing Tones in OLD RUGGED CROSS 
(1913). 
 
 
 Gospel songs were the first of CCS to make common use of a lilting rhythm in 
compound meter (see figure 3.9a). This march-like swing often came to be notated as a 
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dotted rhythm in 4/4 time (see figure 3.9b). This swing rhythm provided some additional 
rhythmic interest in the song that gave the tune a more buoyant feel.  
 
 Figure 3.9a—Introduction of lilting rhythm in 6/8 time signature.  
 
 
 
 Figure 3.9b—Swing rhythm in 4/4 time signature.  
 
 
 Praise choruses are distinct from gospel songs in several ways, but perhaps the 
most prominent is the idea of a rich harmonic vocabulary. For example, “We Bring the 
Sacrifice of Praise” follows progressions of diatonic seventh chords (figure 3.10). 
Diatonic chordal extensions were also becoming common, such as the major-ninth 
subdominant in the song, “Surely the Presence of the Lord” (see figure 3.11). 
            I              V/IV     IV            iim7 (IV)      iiim7 (V)  vim7                    ii            V7 
 
 Figure 3.10—Minor-seventh chords in “We Bring a Sacrifice of Praise” 
(1984). These often resulted in praise choruses by dropping the bass a third from the 
anticipated major harmonies.  
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                      I                           iii                              IVM9                       ii  
 Figure 3.11—Major-ninth chord in “Surely the Presence” (1977). Major-
seventh or major-ninth chords became commonplace when two harmonies were 
combined.  
   
 Of interest during this period was the growing use of the V11 chord.130 The V11 
was first introduced during the era of gospel songs (8 of 60 gospel songs had a V11). 
Meanwhile, the praise chorus employed the V11 in almost every other song (18 out of 42 
songs used a V11). The V11 chord appears only at cadences and involves the melody note 
on . The V11 can either be an anticipation in the melody or as embellishing tones over a 
dominant pedal. Nashville musicians would refer to this as a “slash chord,” with the 
guitarist thinking of it as a subdominant chord (4) and the bass player thinking of it as a 
dominant (5)—thus a 4/5 chord in so-called “Nashville number” notation. However, the 
dominant in the bass would cause the chord to function as an extended dominant (in 
figure 3.12 the V11 is a resolution of the Vsus chord).  
 
 
                                                          
130 A true V11 chord would resolve differently than this V11 does. However, for the ease of 
using a brief descriptor, I will refer to this harmonic device in CCS as a V11. 
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             Vsus                 V11                                          I 
 Figure 3.12—Example of cadential V11 from André Crouch’s “My Tribute” 
(1971). 
 
 By the turn of the 21st century, guitar-driven worship took over the keyboard-
driven praise choruses. The V11 had been abandoned for the simplified Vsus, which is 
easier to voice on guitar. The sus4 chord is so prevalent in CWM that it completely 
replaces the V chord, even at the cadence (see figure 3.13). This is perhaps due to the 
melodic avoidance of the leading tone or to a way a chord is voiced on the guitar (as open 
strings are more resonant than strings sounded at the fret). Either way, the 2(no3) chord 
and the sus4 are prevalent in much of CWM. These harmonies are unique from other 
genres of CCS and lead to the final distinction between CCS genres: harmonic ambiguity. 
 
 Figure 3.13—Example of Vsus4 at a cadence without resolution. 
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 Praise choruses from the 1970s and 1980s introduced harmonic ambiguity 
through their frequent use of major- and minor-seventh chords. CWM largely avoids 
expanded harmonies but rather employs the use of open harmonies, including open fifths 
and open fourths. These open harmonies frequently exclude the third of a sonority, and 
thus may disguise both the quality of the chord as well as the root of a chord. For 
example, the sounding of the notes G, A, and D could imply a G2(no 3) or a Dsus4(no 3), 
or something else, depending on the bass note and the context (see figure 3.14). The third 
of a chord is often absent, in favor of a more guitar-friendly and harmonically ambiguous 
quartal voicing.  
 
 Figure 3.14—Harmonic obscurity in CWM is dependent on voicing and bass 
note.  
 
 
 
Trends in CCS 
Now that distinctions have been made to show how each era can be uniquely 
categorized we can look more closely into the trends and patterns CCS has established 
over the past three centuries. These trends are not necessarily indicators of what the next 
generation of CCS will look like, but it is helpful to see what the patterns of the past four 
eras have been to make informed opinions about what the future may hold. This section 
of chapter three will look at these trajectories in CCS from 1700 to 2016.  
 One of the most obvious trajectories in CCS is the length of songs. Hymns were 
typically sixteen bars; gospel songs were comparable, as were praise choruses; however, 
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CWM averages over fifty measures per song. The growth to song length has many 
contributing factors: increased form, increased words per song,131 and increased notes per 
song. The reason for these increases has much to do with more repetition in each era 
progressively: repeated words, repeated notes, and repeated harmonies. For instance, the 
total word count for gospel songs was 193 words per song (a growth of 17% from the 
hymn era); meanwhile, unique text per song decreased to 40.6%.132 This was largely due 
to the added refrain, though another contributing factor was the use of internal repeated 
words within a song—especially in the case of a call-and-response song like “Nothing 
But the Blood of Jesus.” Table 3.10 shows these increases as averaged by song in each 
era. As seen in this chart, CWM has the largest overall word count of all CCS; yet, due to 
the larger song form and the repeated material CWM also has the lowest unique word 
count of all CCS (see figure 3.15). 
 Table 3.10—Trends of increased elements of CCS.  
 
CCS Era Hymns Gospel songs Praise choruses CWM 
Form 1 part 
||:verse:|| 
2 parts  
||:verse, chorus:|| 
1 part 
||:chorus:|| 
3 parts 
||v,pc,c,v,pc,c,c|| or 
||v,c,v,c,b,b,c,c|| 
Words per song 165 193 105 229 
Repeated 
Words per song 
62 116 71 164 
Notes per song 
(melodic) 
55.8 65.5 73.4 333 
Repeated notes 
per song 
10.4 16.7 23.7 119.8 
 
 
                                                          
131 Though the word count for CCS is trending upwards, the unique word count per song 
has continued to trend downward (see figure 3.15). 
132 The numbers reflect only what is published in The Celebration Hymnal, rather than 
actual practice, which would be impossible to measure accurately. 
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 Figure 3.15—Unique words vs total text in all CCS.  
 
 
 Along with more repeated words, CCS had a trend to repeat more chords. Since 
harmonies repeat more often, fewer overall chords appear per song. A better 
representation of the repeated harmonies is shown in figure 3.16, where the average 
number of chords per song diminished from 6.5 per song in hymns to 4 chords per song 
in CWM. Generally, the more chords there are per song, the greater possibility there is 
for dissonance. Thus, by using fewer harmonies per song, CCS is moving towards less 
dissonance.  
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 Figure 3.16—Trend towards fewer chords per song.  
 
 
 CCS has progressively used less and less harmonic voice-leading from era to era. 
Use of the leading tone and half steps has lessened while the frequency of songs not using 
the leading tone has increased. As composers have used progressively more 
pentatonicism in each era, it has led to less use of movement by half steps (as seen in 
figure 3.17).  
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 Figure 3.17—Declining use of the leading tone and half steps in CCS.  
 
 Rhythmically speaking, there has been a steady growth of songs composed in 4/4 
time (table 3.11) and a growth of syncopation present in melodies (figure 3.18). This 
trend of syncopated melodies is made possible by the growing presence of rhythmic 
instruments in the praise band accompanying CCS. Guitars and especially drum kits in 
worship have freed the vocal line for rhythmic variation. Whereas the melody used to be 
responsible for marking time along with the accompanying organ or piano, now the guitar 
and drums keep the beat and allow the melody to play off the accented beats marked by 
the high hat and snare. The progression from straight rhythms in the melody to 
syncopation has been one of the most drastic differences between eras of CCS.  
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 Table 3.11—Percentage of time signatures in CCS.  
 
Time 
Signatures Hymns 
Gospel 
Songs 
Praise 
Choruses CWM 
2/4 2.08% 1.67%     
3/2 4.17%       
3/4 35.42% 20.00% 19.05% 1.79% 
4/4 58.33% 60.00% 71.43% 89.29% 
6/4   3.33%     
6/8   13.33% 7.14% 7.14% 
mixed   1.67% 2.38% 1.79% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
 
 Figure 3.18—Presence of syncopation in CCS.  
 
 The amount of time spent on any given chord has trended towards a more even 
distribution across all harmonies (figure 3.19). Thus, the use of tonic and dominant 
harmonies has played a decreasing role in CCS from 73.2% in hymns to 54.5% in CWM 
(figure 3.20).  
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 Figure 3.19—Spread of harmonies across each era of CCS.  
 
 
 Figure 3.20—Percent usage of the tonic and dominant throughout CCS 
harmonies. 
 
 Lastly, there has also been an increase of songwriters working together and 
therefore the music and lyrics have been composed closer and closer to the same date 
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(figure 3.21). The average number of creators for CCS changed from 2.0 (hymns), to 1.8 
(gospel songs), to 1.1 (praise choruses), to 2.2 (CWM). 
 
 Figure 3.21—Years between text and tune composition.  
 
 
 These trends do not necessarily indicate patterns for the future, but provide a 
framework against which future predictions could be made. Another way to predict what 
the future of CCS may look like is to examine similarities of CCS that have lasted from 
1700 to present. These similarities are the primary aim of the last section of this chapter.  
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Similarities in CCS 
David Huron’s groundbreaking ITPRA133 theory of expectation explores various ways a 
piece of music can be measured as predictable. Huron states, “Successful predictions 
evoke positive feelings…. As a result, we tend to prefer a predicted outcome.”134 The 
same measurements of predictability Huron suggests in his ITPRA theory of expectation 
apply to CCS. The more predictable a song is the more easily a congregation will be able 
to sing it, and the more they can participate with a song the more they will enjoy it. 
Despite drastic differences in song styles through the past three centuries of CCS, some 
common traits must be present in all CCS in order to be predictable enough for a 
congregation to engage with regardless of the style. Through my research I have 
discovered five traits of an idealized CCS. The song must 1) consist largely of pentatonic 
melody notes, 2) maintain an average tempo between 80–104bpm, 3) contain a 
straightforward rhythmic pattern,135 4) have a limited tessitura between D♯4 and D♯5,136 
and 5) contain a significant amount of repetition. While every song is unique, they largely 
adhere to these five guidelines. The closer a song fits within each of these guidelines, the 
more a congregation will experience the song as enjoyable. The first of these 
characteristic traits worth noting is the amount of pentatonicism in CCS melodies.  
 
                                                          
133 Imagination, Tension, Prediction, Reaction, Appraisal.  
134 Huron (2006), 361.  
135 Consisting primarily of rhythmic values that are the same length. It makes no 
difference whether the rhythm is comprised of a string of quarter notes back-to-back or 
dotted quarter notes followed by an eighth note—as long as the rhythm continues in the 
same pattern.  
136 The notated range for all songs is in the treble clef. Common practice is for men to 
sing the same notes down an octave from this indicated range.  
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Pentatonicism 
The most important feature of congregational music is the use of pentatonicism in the 
melody. Regardless of race, culture, or economic upbringing, everyone has encountered 
and engaged with the pentatonic scale at some point in their life because the pentatonic 
scale has been encountered in every region of the world.137 It exists especially in folk 
music, while in art music or the more learned traditions, someone might hear more 
sophisticated and varied scales that contain more than five degrees. Tran Van Khe 
observes: “The singers of folk musicians all over the world are never concerned about 
questions of melodic structures or the formation of scales. They sing or play instinctively 
and, for them, the pentatonic is king.”138 Sam McDougle postulates the pentatonic scale 
is genetic and that is why we favor such strong use of pentatonicism throughout the 
world.139  
 Whether there is a genetic disposition towards pentatonicism or whether it is a 
learned trait, the truth remains that the pentatonic scale is one of the most easily learned, 
recited, and adapted in any culture. Bobby McFerrin demonstrated the way our brains are 
wired to sing the pentatonic scale in a talk given at the World Science Festival in June of 
2009.140 This demonstration shows how easily any audience (or congregation) can learn 
to sing along to an unfamiliar tune if the tune is comprised primarily of pentatonic 
                                                          
137 It is worth noting that there are many variations of the pentatonic scale beyond the one 
formed around the circle of fifths, but for the purposes of this paper, the traditional 
western pentatonic scale (Do – Re – Mi – Sol – La) is the one intended.  
138 Tran Van Khe, “Is the Pentatonic Universal? A Few Reflections on Pentatonism,” The 
World of Music 19 1/2 (1977): 77. 
139 Sam McDougle, “Five Notes For All: Are We Wired for Music?” written August 20, 
2010, http://thebeautifulbrain.com/2010/08/five-notes-for-all/. 
140 Bobby McFerrin, “Watch Me Play…The Audience!” presented at the World Science 
Festival, June 2009, 
https://www.ted.com/talks/bobby_mcferrin_hacks_your_brain_with_music. 
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pitches. CCS melodies rely heavily on the pentatonic scale and are comprised of 85.9% 
pentatonic notes (see figure 3.22). On average, only one in three songs contain a non-
harmonic note in the melody. CCS melodies contain 14.1% non-pentatonic notes in CCS 
melodies and of these, less than 1% (0.6%) are non-harmonic pitches.  
 
 Figure 3.22—Amount of pentatonicism in CCS melodies. 
 
 
 Pentatonicism is one of the biggest factors that enable congregations to be able to 
sing CCS. Most of the notes in CCS melodies are pentatonic which means that CCS 
melodies largely avoid half steps, tritones and major sevenths. The pentatonic scale 
contains the intervals: P1, M2, m3, M3, P4, P5, m6, M6, and m7; represented in 
semitones: 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10. Figure 3.23 shows the intervals possible in a 
pentatonic scale, transposed to C.  
 
 Figure 3.23—Potential intervals available in the pentatonic scale (transposed 
to C).  
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 The intervals of a m2, TT, and M7 are not missed because they are difficult to 
sing. The only regularly occurring interval not represented by the pentatonic scale is the 
m2, which is most frequently the result of a resolution from scale degree to or to 
.141 Many composers of CCS use a pentatonic scale for most of the song and utilize 
scale degree  or  at a cadential moment in the piece; while this can occur partway 
through a song (at a half cadence, for instance) it is most commonly found at the final 
cadence. On average, 28.6% of CCS did not use the leading tone at all and an additional 
10.4% only used the leading tone at a final cadence. Excluding cadences, 39.0% of CCS 
do not use scale degree  at all. This infrequent use of the leading tone results in fewer 
melodic movements by half step then by whole step. Indeed, the most common occurring 
intervals in CCS are the P1 and M2, with all the larger intervals occurring significantly 
less. As seen in figure 3.24, the most commonly occurring melodic movement is that of a 
descending M2. The frequency of these movements by step further verifies one of 
Huron’s regularities of melodic organization: pitch proximity. Pitch proximity is the idea 
that small intervals tend to predominate larger ones.142 Also seen in figure 3.24, 
descending steps appear more than ascending steps, which also verifies Huron’s rule of 
step declination that says most melodic movements are descending small intervals.143  
                                                          
141 and of course, would be “non-harmonic” tones if the melodic structure was 
conceived in pentatonic terms. 
142 Huron (2006), 74. 
143 Ibid., 76.  
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 Figure 3.24—Percentage of intervals by semitone.  
 
 Because CCS melodies move largely by step and keep most of their pitches in the 
pentatonic scale, congregations find it easier to learn and participate in songs, regardless 
of their era. These simple melodies make the songs more singable for any congregation. 
Another factor that contributes to congregational involvement is the idea of having a 
“singable” tempo. 
 
Average Tempo Range 
Most successful CCS adhere to an average tempo range between 88–104bpm. Though we 
cannot know the exact tempo range that composers of hymns had originally intended 
because they did not indicate it on their scores, we can assume an average tempo for each 
song based on common practice of these songs as they were passed from generation to 
generation. Also of help are some directive remarks in hymnals given by the editor on 
how the songs should be performed. For example, John Wesley wrote the following 
directions regarding tempo in his hymnal Select Hymns (1761):  
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Sing in time – whatever time is sung, be sure to keep with it. Do not run before 
and do not stay behind it; but attend closely to the leading voices and move 
therewith as exactly as you can and take care not to sing too slow. This drawling 
way naturally steals on all who are lazy; and it is high time to drive it out from 
among us and sing all our tunes just as quick as we did at first.144  
 
 
Though no specific tempo markings were printed in this hymnal, one can contract 
a relative tempo range for any song based on how quickly the harmonies and text can 
naturally flow from one to the next without being too rushed. A study by Kelly 
Jakubowski revealed that songs which were classified as INMI (“Ear Worm”) songs 
tended to be faster in tempo than non-INMI tunes.145 Thus it would seem that faster tempi 
are preferable to slower ones. While one cannot know the original composer’s exact 
tempo of hymn tunes or gospel songs, an average tempo range can be collected for hymns 
and gospel songs based on recordings of these songs found on YouTube. These results 
are charted in table 3.12.   
Table 3.12—Average tempo ranges for CCS grouped by era.  
Average tempo 
of hymns based 
on YouTube 
recordings:  
Average tempo of 
gospel songs 
based on 
YouTube 
recordings:  
Average tempo 
of praise 
choruses based 
on CCLI 
charts: 
Average 
tempo of 
CWM based 
on CCLI 
charts: 
Median 
tempo 
range for 
CCS 
98 bpm 104 bpm 89.7 bpm 88.8 bpm 88-104 bpm 
 
 
Through the initial stages of this study I thought that this median tempo range 
could be accounted for by looking at the average person’s resting heartrate. A recent 
study by Bjorn Vickhoff illuminated how corporate singing promotes wellbeing. He 
states that “one reason for this may be that singing demands a slower than normal 
                                                          
144 John Wesley, Select Hymns: with Tunes Annext (London: publisher not identified, 
1761), 267.  
145 Jakubowski, 132. 
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respiration, which may in turn affect heart activity… Unison singing of regular song 
structures makes the hearts of the singers accelerate and decelerate simultaneously.”146 
Since the average resting heartrate lies between 60 and 100 bpm it would make sense that 
communal songs gravitate towards a tempo in that range. Paul Fraisse considered 
whether this was the case but found that more factors lead to an ideal tempo then just 
heartrate. He states: 
It is striking that the rhythm of the heart, of walking, of spontaneous and preferred 
tempo are of the same order of magnitude (intervals of from 500 to 700 msec). It 
has been tempting to study whether one of these rhythms serves in some way as a 
sort of pacemaker for the others. The rhythm of the heart [72 bpm avg], the most 
often invoked, is not correlated with spontaneous tempo. Moreover, it has been 
verified several times that an acceleration of the heartbeat does not correspond to 
an acceleration of spontaneous tempo. By contrast, one finds a noteworthy 
correlation between the rhythm of walking [110-112 bpm] and of spontaneous 
tempo. However, we cannot assume that one phenomenon can be explained by the 
other. There is only a narrow range of frequencies of natural or voluntary rhythms 
and of preferred tempo. 147  
 
 
 Research by Herbert Woodrow, Paul Fraisse, Dirk-Jan Povel, and Peter Essens 
has established that the optimum timing for people to keep a steady beat lies in the range 
0.6 and 0.75 seconds between beats, equivalent to metronome markings between 80 and 
100 beats per minute. This optimum period also corresponds to the average spontaneous 
tapping rate—the rate at which a person will typically tap when no tempo has been given. 
In addition, when asked to tap at a rate that is either faster of slower than this rate, 
performers tend to decelerate or accelerate (as appropriate) in the direction of the 
                                                          
146 Bjorn Vickhoff et al, “Music Structure Determines Heart Rate Variability of Singers,” 
Front. Psychol., July (2013): 1. 
147 Paul Fraisse, “Rhythm and Tempo,” in Psychology of Music, ed. Diana Deutsch (NY: 
Academic Press, 1982): 154.  
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optimum rate.148 Thus it would seem that CCS average tempo has more to do with a 
natural spontaneous tempo than anything else. This spontaneous tempo range has more to 
do with the timing of the syllables than with the notated tempo of a song. For instance, 
the CWM songs “Blessed Be Your Name” (2002, figure 3.25a) has a tempo of 116 bpm 
and “Spirit of the Living God” (2014, figure 3.25b) has a tempo of 67 bpm. Yet, both 
have the same tactus149 even though the tempo for “Spirit of the Living God” is almost 
half of “Blessed Be Your Name.” Both songs have the same basic text speed—“Blessed 
Be Your Name” has a tactus of 116 bpm and “Spirit of the Living God” has a tactus of 
134 bpm—because the tactus of “Blessed Be Your Name” occurs at the level of the 
quarter note and “Spirit of the Living God” occurs at the level of the eighth note. 
Accordingly, the average tempo of these two songs is 91.5 bpm, which corresponds to the 
median tempo range for CCS as a whole. 
 
 Figure 3.25a— Quarter note tactus of “Blessed Be Your Name” (2002) by 
Matt Redman and Beth Redman. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
148 Huron (2006), 176. 
149 The rate at which a typical listener will spontaneously tap in time with the music, 
either with a hand or foot.  
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 Figure 3.25b— Eighth note tactus of “Spirit of the Living God” (2014) by 
Jacob Sooter and Mia Fieldes.  
  
 
  When songs adhere to a median tempo range, it allows the listener to predict 
when the tactus is most likely to occur and be less distracted by beats that do not coincide 
with this predictable tempo. David Huron says “When an event happens at an expected 
moment in time, the prediction response is positively valenced. This provides a positive 
reward for the heuristic used in the prediction and reinforces the use of such a heuristic in 
making future predictions.”150 This predictability response is a contributing factor to the 
next area that makes CCS successful: straightforward rhythm. 
  
Straightforward Rhythmic Pattern 
Predictability plays a large role as to whether a song will be perceived as pleasant or not. 
Songs that employ the greatest amount of predictability will evoke the most positive 
feelings. One of the simple pleasures of listening to music is hearing events on the 
downbeat. 151 Colloquially, we say that the downbeat “sounds nice” because anticipating 
notes on the downbeat reinforces a sense of stability and closure. Nearly all syllables in 
hymns and gospel songs occur on the beats—especially beats one and three. The few 
                                                          
150 Huron (2006), 184. 
151 Ibid.  
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instances of syncopation in gospel songs were isolated effects. It was not until 1880 or so 
that accented subdivisions of the beat emerged as a prominent musical element in the 
West. Today syncopation has become a standard part of popular musical vocabulary.152  
 In a large sample of recorded popular music spanning the period 1890 to 1940, 
David Huron and historical musicologist Ann Ommen found little change in the specific 
syncopation patterns used by musicians. What changed was the amount of syncopation: 
over the fifty-year survey period they found an approximate doubling of the number of 
syncopations per unit of time.153 Likewise, CCS went from no syncopation in the early 
1700s to mostly syncopated in the 2000s. While these time periods are drastically 
different by way of notation, both eras of CCS contain a high level of predictable 
rhythms. For instance, figure 3.26 shows how the melody of “Ye Servants of God” 
occurs only on the beat, creating a predictable rhythm of quarter notes for the singers to 
follow. Meanwhile “Everlasting God” uses the same predictable rhythm of quarter notes, 
but offset by a half beat so that all the beats occur on subdivisions of the beat. Though 
“Everlasting God” looks much more difficult to sing based on its notation, both songs 
contain even-tempered beats which allow singers to engage with the song easily.  
                                                          
152 Ibid., 294. 
153 David Huron and Ann Ommen, “An Empirical Study of Syncopation in American 
Popular Music, 1890–1939,” Music Theory Spectrum 28/2 (2006), 211–232.  
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 Figure 3.26—Offset straightforward rhythms. On the top, Oliver Holden’s 
CORONATION (“All Hail the Power of Jesus’ Name,” 1793) falls on the beat. 
Brenton Brown and Ken Riley’s “Everlasting God” (2005) on the bottom falls in 
between the beats. Both rhythms are comparable, consisting largely of straight 
quarter pulses.   
 
 
 Syncopation was not accepted as commonplace in CCS until the era of the praise 
chorus. The shift from syllables on the beat to off the beat is twofold: first, hymns and 
gospel songs were sung either a cappella or with simple piano or organ 
accompaniment—there was no counter-rhythm working against the tune; second, 
songwriters began composing tunes that fit the specific text they were writing for, instead 
of composing for a fixed poetic meter. The natural flow of the text fit with a syncopated 
melody line whereas it did not with a straight meter. In the case of “He Has Made Me 
Glad” (figure 3.27), there is a natural feel to have an eighth followed by a quarter note on 
the downbeat because of the way “enter” reads (“EN-ter,” not “en-TER”).  
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 Figure 3.27—Onset of syncopation in praise chorus era. From Leona Von 
Brethorst’s “He Has Made Me Glad” (1976).  
 
 
 In CWM, every song contains syncopation to some degree. Because syncopation 
is commonplace in Western music today, syncopation is not felt as a rhythmic deviation 
from a predictable pattern until it is syncopated beyond eighth notes. Embracing 
syncopation is largely because of the inclusion of more rhythmic instruments 
accompanying the melody (such as the hi-hat marking eighth notes). Highly singable 
CWM uses syncopation only on the level of eighth notes whereas less singable CWM use 
syncopation on the level of sixteenth notes (see figure 3.28 for a comparison between 
“Forever Reign” and “Everyday” for a clear illustration of this difference).  
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 Figure 3.28a—Regular use of syncopation in CWM era. From Reuben 
Morgan and Jason Ingram’s “Forever Reign” (2009).  
 
 Figure 3.28b—Excessive and hurried syncopation. From Joel Houston’s 
“Everyday” (1999).  
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 Naturally, exceptions remain to this rule and some songs have made it into the 
corpus of CWM even though they contain syncopation to the sixteenth note (see figure 
3.29 “How He Loves,” verse 2). A song like “How He Loves” relies heavily on 
veridical154 familiarity and repetition. The more a congregation hears a song through 
radio play or sings it in services, the more familiar they will be with the rhythm, 
regardless of how difficult it is to perform. This concept of familiarity is the next unifying 
characteristic of CCS to which we will now turn.  
 
 
 Figure 3.29—Exception of excessive syncopation in a Top 25 song. From 
John Mark McMillan’s “How He Loves” (2005).  
                                                          
154 Huron uses this term to describe the effect that repeated exposure to a song has on 
memory. The more times a song is heard, the more familiar it becomes to someone. Thus, 
veridical familiarity is being familiar with a song based on past exposure to the song. See 
Huron (2006), 241.  
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Repetition 
More than 99% of all listening experiences involve listening to musical passages that the 
listener has heard before.155 Whether the repetition is internal to the work itself or 
whether it is repetitive exposure to the song through radio play, the more often a listener 
is exposed to a song, the more predictable it becomes. A person who listens to a Christian 
music radio station three hours a day will hear over 330 songs a week, of which eight or 
ten will be unfamiliar works.156 People are more likely to respond positively to familiar 
things.  
 The best way to quickly build recognition within a song is to have repeated 
material within different sections of the song. The more the material repeats, the more the 
congregation will be able to predict it and the more they will enjoy it. CCS is commonly 
composed using song form, which is a three-part work in which the third part is a 
repetition of the first ||:aaba:||. CCS that is not structured using song form uses only a few 
musical ideas and either sequences those ideas or repeats them directly. Since hymns are 
strophic the congregation also gets the opportunity to hear the entire melody two or three 
times in its completion each time the song is sung (see figure 3.30a). Because gospel 
songs and praise choruses use a refrain both the text and music of the refrain is repeated 
several times throughout each song; oftentimes these choruses contain simple text which 
allows congregants to engage with the tune more attentively since they are not also 
focused on reading unique words. Gospel songs and praise choruses might incorporate 
their refrain while using song form ||:aa’BA’:|| (see figure 3.30b), or they might expand 
                                                          
155 Huron (2006), 241. 
156 Ibid.  
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the song form in order to incorporate the refrain ||:aa’bb’aa’:||157 (see figure 3.30c). CWM 
is commonly made of two repeated ideas for the verse, two repeated ideas for the pre-
chorus, and two repeated ideas for the bridge ||aa.BB.CC||, then each section of the song 
gets repeated at least twice to ensure familiarity (see figure 3.30d). The song contains a 
significant amount of direct repetition within each section, but the greater form of the 
piece also contains a significant amount of repetition that could be a variation of song 
form. Here the first verse and chorus could be seen as theme A, the second verse and 
chorus as the restatement of A, the double bridge as theme B, and the final statements of 
the chorus as a return to theme A. When grouped together, the form for “God of Angel 
Armies” might look like this:  
     A            A             B             A’ 
               
               
 
                                                          
157 While this example is not song form, it does have the same elements as song form: 
theme A, theme A restated, theme B, and a return to theme A. When grouped together it 
might look like this: ||:aa’{bb’}{aa’}:|| 
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 Figure 3.30a—Song form in hymn era. From NETTLETON (ca. 1813) by 
unknown composer.  
 
 Figure 3.30b—Song form in gospel song era. From NO NOT ONE (1895) by 
George Hugg.  
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 Figure 3.30c—Repetition in praise chorus era. From “Change My Heart Oh 
God” (1982) by Eddie Espinosa. This highly repetitive song is in ternary form with 
the first and third sections forming parallel periods.  
First phrase: ||aa’bb’aa’|| 
First phrase repeated: ||aa’bb’aa’|| 
Second phrase: ||aa’bb’aa’|| 
Second phrase repeated: 
||aa’bb’aa’|| 
First phrase repeated: ||aa’bb’aa’|| 
First phrase repeated: ||aa’bb’aa’|| 
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First phrase: ||aa.BB.CC’|| 
First phrase repeated: ||aa.BB.CC’|| 
Second phrase: ||aa.BB.CC’|| 
Second phrase repeated: ||aa.BB.CC’|| 
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Third phrase: ||aa.BB.CC’|| 
Third phrase repeated: ||aa.BB.CC’|| 
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 Figure 3.30d—Repetitive form in CWM era. As seen in “Whom Shall I Fear” 
(2012) by Chris Tomlin, Ed Cash, and Scott Cash. At a hypermetric level the form is 
AABA’. 
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 Because CWM are much longer songs and have more complex form they are built 
around motivic repetition to give the listener a greater sense of familiarity while the song 
is still occurring. Every CCS has some degree of inner repetition (typically at the phrase 
level), but only CWM uses motivic repetition to such a great degree (see the boxes during 
verse 1 of figure 3.30d; half of the measures in the verse are the same motivic element).  
 The final degree of veridical familiarity that occurs with all CCS is weekly 
repetition as songs are repeated numerous times a year throughout any congregation. The 
more often a song is repeated in the weekly worship service, the more familiar the song 
will become in the congregation’s inner listening library. Weekly church services coupled 
with Christian radio play allow CWM to become familiar songs at a much quicker rate 
than in previous eras. Resultantly, the shelf life of CWM is not nearly as long as songs 
from the previous eras (the average placement on the CCLI Top 25 song list for CWM is 
10 reporting periods, or 5 years). The final similarity of CCS surprisingly has a very 
consistent element regardless of the era: congregational vocal range.  
 
Tessitura 
CCS are written for soprano, alto, tenor, and bass. There are many more subcategories of 
vocal types than these four, however. The German Fach system has twenty-five different 
voice categories for singers. The Fach system, still used today, identifies vocal 
characteristics such as range, weight, size, tessitura, timbre, age, and more. While it is 
helpful to know what voice type a particular art song is composed for, CCS is meant to be 
sung by all voice types in the same key. As such, the vocal range for CCS must be limited 
to allow untrained male and female singers to access the same notes in unison (generally 
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separated by an octave) without straining their voices. Kim Gentes is a worship leader, 
songwriter, and freelance writer about worship music. In an article in his digital 
newsletter Kim suggests the ideal vocal range for worship songs lies between B♭3 and 
D5.158 This suggested range is supported in my findings of the CCS that were surveyed. 
The average song range across all four eras of CCS is just over an octave (figure 3.31).  
 
 Hymn: 12.2         Gospel: 12.5          Praise: 10.7       CWM: 13.4        CCS: 12.2 
 Figure 3.31—Average range for CCS indicated by semitones.  
 
 
 For this study, I took the averages of each song based on the key published in The 
Celebration Hymnal or the default key on CCLI’s Song Select. The lowest note on 
average for CCS was just lower than D♯4, while the highest note on average was just 
under D♯5. The pitch mean, median, and mode were all A4. Thus, while some songs call 
for pitches slightly higher or lower than D♯4 and D♯5, the tessitura for CCS sits 
comfortably between those two pitches.  
 Initially I was surprised to find the average range for CWM was only thirteen 
semitones (minor 9th). I was surprised by this average because I knew of several CWM 
melodies that jump up an octave partway through the song (four of the songs contain a 
melodic range of twenty half steps or greater). However, these ‘up-the-octave’ songs are 
an anomaly more than they are fact. The range of CWM tends to rise as the song 
                                                          
158 Kim Gentes, “Vocal Range: Engaging Your Community,” February 5, 2011, 
http://www.kimgentes.com/thinkjump-journal/2011/2/5/vocal-range-engaging-your-
community-thinkjump-journal-49-wit.html. This is the notated range. Women sing at 
pitch with the notated range and men sing an octave lower. 
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progresses from verse to pre-chorus to chorus to bridge but not such a large rise in range 
that it expands much past a m9 (see figure 3.32). This is best illustrated in Matt Redman’s 
“Blessed Be Your Name” (figure 3.33). 
         Verse                     Pre-Chorus            Chorus                      Bridge 
 Figure 3.32—Average melody range by section of song in CWM.  
 
 
                        Verse               Pre-Chorus            Chorus                  Bridge 
 Figure 3.33—Melodic bounding pitches in “Blessed Be Your Name” (2002).  
 
 Based on the average tessitura for CCS, it would be easy to conclude that the 
natural melodic range spans an octave, forming a basic 8-pattern with the highest note at 
 and the lowest note at . However, the most common melodic range spans from  to , 
creating an octave span in which the tonic is in the middle. This is referred to as 
Hypoionian mode in Gregorian chants and for the sake of having a clear label, I will 
borrow the term for this study as well (see figure 3.34). Other common melodic ranges 
are a simple five-note range, an octave range beginning and ending on tonic, and an 
octave range beginning and ending on the mediant (figure 3.35).  
 
 Figure 3.34—Hypoionian scale. The boundary pitches that span the 
Hypoionian scale are scale degree  but tonic is the final note. 
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    5-note melodic range    | 8-note melodic range ending on  | 8-note melodic range ending on  
 Figure 3.35—Most common melodic ranges found in CCS.  
 
 
 These melodic ranges are built around major scales. The major mode is by far the 
most common modality for melodies in CCS. These major modes involve a resting place 
of major modality, so it is expected there would be more time spent on major harmonies 
and more major chords than minor chords. Indeed, 72.6% of chords in CCS are major 
harmonies (I, IV, V, or a borrowed chord like V/V). While harmonies do not have an 
emotive function in and of themselves, centuries of cultural interpretation, storytelling, 
drama, metaphor, and emotion have been assigned to major and minor chords. Huron 
describes a marked division between the sound and feeling of major and minor chords. In 
general, major chords tend to elicit descriptive terms such as “bright,” “warm,” 
“positive,” and sometimes “upbeat” or “hopeful.” In the case of minor chords, the most 
common descriptive terms include “mysterious,” “dark,” and “serious.”159 Most texts for 
CCS include words of praise to God or affirmation amidst the congregation, or perhaps 
even involve a public testimony of renewal and cleansing. It is therefore not surprising to 
find that most CCS are in a major mode and are comprised primarily of major harmonies.  
 
Summary 
Every era of CCS is built on the successes of the era that preceded it. Each genre carries 
its own idioms that are unique to that genre. Also, some trends span the course of all CCS 
as interrelated aspects for congregations to be able to sing them. Successful CCS have all 
                                                          
159 Huron (2006), 272. 
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employed the following: melodies formed on pentatonic scales, straightforward rhythms 
involving minimal syncopation, a similar tempo range that corresponds with a universal 
“spontaneous tempo,” motivic repetition and repeated form, and a limited tessitura that 
enables all voice types to sing along comfortably.  
 The next chapter looks at four songs that show how a song that follows 
predictable norms is much easier to sing than a song that deviates from those norms—
even if the song was written in the same era or by the same composer. As we will see, the 
only way for a CCS to be singable is that it must adhere to all five elements detailed in 
this chapter. Less predictable songs may use some of the qualities but they lack all five; 
the less predictable a song is, the less likely a congregation is to sing it. However, just 
because a given CCS is not known does not make it entirely unpredictable. Likewise, just 
because a certain CCS is popular does not make it singable (though certainly the more 
exposure it gets the more familiar a congregation will be with it and thus the easier it will 
be to sing). Singability is more important than popularity for lasting use in the church, as 
we will see in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Singability in CCS—A Case Study 
The previous chapter examined a broad spectrum of Congregational Christian Songs to 
determine what the predictable patterns were for singable songs. This chapter examines 
some additional aspects of CCS to show examples of other singable structures. These 
examples help to show the difference between a more predictable (i.e. singable) song and 
a less predictable (i.e. less singable) song. Two songs were chosen from the gospel genre 
and two were chosen from the CWM genre. These songs do not reflect their entire genre 
but they do help to provide some anecdotal evidence to support claims made in the 
previous chapter.  
 
Gospel CCS Comparison 
The songs chosen to illustrate singable versus less singable differences from the gospel 
genre are Robert Lowry’s “Low in the Grave He Lay,” and George C. Hugg’s “He 
Arose.” After a quick comparison of these two songs it is obvious that one is derived 
from the other, though historically it is difficult to determine which came first.160 
Lowry’s “Low in the Grave He Lay” (figure 4.1a) is much more singable than Hugg’s 
                                                          
160 Both lived in New Jersey and in Philadelphia prior to 1874. Hugg first had a song 
published in 1862, at the age of 14, and he was prolific. He also served as choirmaster in 
Berlin, NJ, just 60 miles from Philadelphia, starting in 1860. Lowry moved to 
Philadelphia in 1868, when he started as editor for Biglow and Main. The two could have 
crossed paths along the way. Based on the internal evidence within the songs, it seems 
that Hugg’s song came first, and that Lowry improved upon it, rather than the other way 
around.  
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“He Arose” (figure 4.1b). Determining which song was written before the other is 
historically irrelevant,161 because one has survived and the other has not.162  
                                                          
161 Lowry published the lyrics and tune to “Low in the Grave He Lay” (CHRIST 
AROSE) in 1874. Meanwhile, Hugg published the lyrics and tune to “Lowly Entombed 
He Lay” in 1891. This means that Lowry’s version had been in public dissemination for 
nearly 17 years before Hugg’s version was published, though it is possible Hugg’s song 
was written already and just not published. It is obvious that one song is attempting to 
mimic the other, yet neither composer credits the other for his work with either the 
melody, lyrics, or general idea of the song. 
162 Lowry’s text appears in 354 hymnals and the tune appears in 117 hymnals (as reported 
by Hymnary.org). Meanwhile, Hugg’s text appears in 17 hymnals and the tune appears in 
8 hymnals (as reported by Hymnary.org). 
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 Figure 4.1a—Robert Lowry’s “Low in the Grave He Lay” (1874).  
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 Figure 4.1b—George C. Hugg’s “Lowly Entombed He Lay” (1891).  
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 Several things about Hugg’s version make it less singable and therefore less 
accepted by congregations. The average range of CCS is D#4 to D#5. 163 Lowry’s song, 
originally published in C Major, places the highest pitch at F5, while Hugg’s highest 
pitch is D5.164 However, the overall tessitura for Lowry’s tune sits slightly below Hugg’s 
tune (see table 4.1), and Lowry’s median pitch is B♭4, one semitone lower than Hugg’s 
median pitch of B4. What’s more, the pitch mode for Lowry is G4, is 4 semitones lower 
than Hugg’s B4. Perhaps most significantly, in the verse of the song, which is the 
comparatively serene section, fully half (16 beats) of the pitches in Hugg are at B4 or 
higher, while Lowry has only 3 beats at B4 or C5 (see figure 4.2). It would be fair to say 
that Hugg’s tune tires the voice more than Lowry’s would.  
 Table 4.1—Tessitura for Hugg and Lowry. Each unit represents a sixteenth 
note duration. 
 
  Hugg  Lowry  
F5 
 
12 
E5 13 24 
D5 64 34 
C5 39 60 
B4 82 14 
A4 47 52 
G4 44 104 
F#4 8 4 
F4 0 4 
E4 4 4 
D4 15 0 
C4   8 
 316 total 320 total 
                                                          
163 See Figure 3.32 in Chapter Three.  
164 Based on this information alone it would seem as though Hugg’s melody is the better 
fit for a singable song. However, more modern settings of Lowry’s tune place it in B♭, 
which lowers the highest pitch to E♭5/ D♯5 (the first published version in B♭ was 1974 
and most publications after this date place the tune in the lower key of B♭). 
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 Figure 4.2a—Proximity to median pitch in “He Arose.”  
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 Figure 4.2b—Proximity to median pitch in “Lowly Entombed He Lay.” 
 
Lowry’s tune has other advantages: first, although Lowry’s melody contains a 
wider range than Hugg’s, Lowry saves the highest notes until the end of the refrain, 
compared to Hugg’s melody with both the highest and lowest notes in the second phrase 
of the verse. Reserving the higher notes to the end of the song preserves the 
congregation’s voices longer so they are not singing at the top of their range too quickly 
in a song; it also saves the climactic high note towards the end which is more satisfying 
emotionally. Second, Lowry’s melody is simpler and more reserved during the verse, and 
it saves the hook for the chorus. The hook is written in unison so all four voices sing an 
ascending tonic triad at the beginning of each refrain. The melodic shape at the beginning 
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of the refrain evokes a bugle tune, heralding Christ’s ascent as the text proclaims: “Up 
from the grave He arose, with a mighty triumph o’er His foes.” Third, Lowry’s tune 
during the refrain consists of 94% pentatonic pitches compared to Hugg’s refrain which 
consists of 86% pentatonic pitches.  
 Hugg’s refrain differs slightly from Lowry’s but each difference makes it less 
singable. First, Hugg’s highest note occurs in two spots:165 25% and 58% of the way 
through the refrain, whereas Lowry’s highest note occurs 83% of the way through the 
refrain. Second, Hugg’s harmonization does not follow traditional part writing rules 
always (the V/vi in the second measure does not resolve to vi but rather to V7). Finally, 
Hugg’s melody does not contain the normalized number of steps and skips that Lowry’s 
tune does when compared to CCS as a whole. Table 4.2 and figure 4.3 shows Lowry’s 
tune and Hugg’s tune compared to the expected norm of CCS.  
 Table 4.2—Lowry and Hugg compared to CCS melodic norms.  
 
 Lowry Hugg CCS 
Range (in semitones) 17 14 12.2 
% Pentatonic melodies 90.3% 83.3% 85.1% 
Leaps up 12.9% 15.9% 13.1% 
Steps up 21.4% 14.5% 20.4% 
Repeats 27.1% 27.5% 27.5% 
Steps down 28.6% 30.4% 28.0% 
Leaps down 10.0% 11.6% 11.0% 
 
                                                          
165 Two placements of the highest note instead of one weaken the impact of the focal 
point. 
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 Figure 4.3—Melodic interval count comparing CCS as a whole to Lowry and 
Hugg.  
 
 
 Because both songs use identical rhythms throughout, no distinction can be made 
about whether one is more predictable to follow than the other rhythmically. Hugg’s 
version suggests that the verse is a different tempo to the chorus altogether, as indicated 
by the verses being marked “slowly” and the chorus marked “faster.” Lowry does not 
differentiate a tempo change between verse and refrain, though common practice 
employs the same tempo changes.  
 The opening line of Lowry’s tune is markedly reserved, spanning a range of only 
two semitones, harmonized by only two chords (or rather, one chord that has a double 
upper neighbor). Hugg’s first phrase, in contrast, uses five different chords, and it ends 
with an ascending tritone (notoriously difficult to sing), with the upward leap on a weak 
beat at the end of the gesture.  
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 Lowry’s tune also contains more sequencing than Hugg’s. More sequencing 
results in more repeated material, which enables the congregation to learn the song more 
quickly. Lowry’s verse uses a two-bar motive and slightly varies it in the following two 
measures. The next iteration of the motive rises slightly higher but still uses a descending 
interval on the downbeat of the second measure. Finally, the verse breaks from the 
motive in the next two bars (see figure 4.4). Hugg’s verse, though, is comprised of four 
separate ideas, and with less repetition comes less predictability and less participation.  
 
       └ ─ Motive a ─ ─ ┘ └ ─ Motive a’ ─ ─ ┘└ ─ Motive a’’ ─ ─ ┘└ ─ Motive b ─  ┘     
 Figure 4.4—Motivic development of Lowry’s melody during the verse.  
 
 Perhaps the most telling demonstration of Lowry’s effective tune is in how the 
last half of the chorus follows a melodic arch shape166 that moves by step—the melody 
outlines a gradually rising and falling melodic contour (figure 4.5a), while Hugg’s 
melody skips over some notes, making it hard to predict (figure 4.5b). Lowry’s melodic 
shape follows a pattern that becomes predictable (movement by step) whereas Lowry’s 
melodic shape is too jagged and unpredictable to have a sense of direction. According to 
a study by Kelly Jakubowski, “Tunes with more common global melodic contour shapes 
(in terms of the patterns of rising and falling of pitches) are more likely to become 
[memorable] than those with less common pitch contours.”167 
 
 
                                                          
166 David Huron, “The Melodic Arch in Western Folksongs,” Computing in Musicology 
10 (1996): 23.  
167 Kelly Jakubowski et al, “Dissecting an Earworm: Melodic Features and Song 
Popularity Predict Involuntary Musical Imagery,” Psychology of Aesthetics, Creativity, 
and the Arts 11/2 (May 2017): 131. 
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                   5̂         6̂                   7̂  1̂  2̂               3̂                  4̂                        3̂   2̂    1̂  
 
 Figure 4.5a—Lowry’s predictable melody during the end of the chorus. 
 
           4̂                    3̂                    5̂                   3̂   2̂             3̂               5̂                3̂    2̂    1̂  
 
 Figure 4.5b—Hugg’s less predictable melody during the end of the chorus.  
 
 
 
 
CWM Song Comparison 
The songs selected from the CWM genre to illustrate a predictable song and a less 
predictable song are both written by the same songwriter. Songs from the same writer or 
co-writers could eliminate a bias of one song being more widely disseminated due to the 
reputation or popularity of one writer over another. Additionally, both songs were 
selected from the same album release of this composer to eliminate the possibility of one 
song having more market saturation because it was released earlier. The composer, Chris 
Tomlin, is heralded as the “king of the sing-along”168 and is easily the biggest name in 
contemporary worship music.169  
                                                          
168 Eric Marrapodi and Tom Foreman, “Chris Tomlin, king of the sing-along,” CNN, 
March 9th, 2013, http://religion.blogs.cnn.com/2013/03/09/the-most-sung-artist-on-the-
planet/.  
169 In 2013 Tomlin was heralded by CNN as the most sung artist in the world. In 2012 
churches all around the world used 128 songs that Tomlin wrote or co-wrote. Just in the 
United States between 20 and 30 million people are singing Tomlin songs every Sunday. 
CNN’s Eric Marrapodi provides some perspective as to Tomlin’s success by comparing 
him to a secular counterpart. In 2012, Katy Perry’s record sales dwarfed Tomlin’s. 
Billboard reported her songs were played 1.4 million times on the radio. However, using 
CCLI’s low-end calculation, Tomlin’s songs were played 3.12 million times in churches. 
This means that more people heard Tomlin’s songs in 2012 than those by Katy Perry, 
Adele, and Kelly Clarkson combined. 
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 The songs selected for comparison were released on Tomlin’s sixth studio album, 
Arriving. Arriving was released on September 21, 2004 and contains songs such as “How 
Great is Our God”170 (topped at #1 on CCLI’s Top 25 Chart), “Holy is the Lord”171 
(topped at #6 on CCLI’s Top 25 Chart), “Your Grace is Enough”172 (topped at #8 on 
CCLI’s Top 25 Chart), and “Indescribable”173 (topped at #22 on CCLI’s Top 25 Chart). 
Clearly this album got plenty of exposure and produced several successful worship songs. 
And though all the songs Chris Tomlin performs are for congregational participation, not 
all of his songs are equally sung in churches. One such song on this album is titled “On 
Our Side,”174 which did not even place in CCLI’s Top 100 Chart.175 A quick search on 
YouTube provides a clear perspective on the differences between the popularity of “How 
Great is Our God” (figure 4.6a) and “On Our Side” (figure 4.6b). A search for “How 
Great is Our God” pulls up over 260,000 results and the top two videos have combined 
view counts of over 54 million, as of May 21, 2017. Meanwhile, a search for “On Our 
Side” pulls up less than 39,000 results, and the top two videos have combined view 
counts of less than 45,000, as of May 21, 2017. Naturally the biggest factor to indicate 
whether a song will be widely disseminated directly correlates to the amount of radio 
play and promotion it receives. However, some quantifiable musical reasons exist to 
                                                          
170 Co-written with Ed Cash and Jesse Reeves. 
171 Co-written with Louis Giglio. 
172 Written by Matt Maher.  
173 Written by Jesse Reeves and Laura Story. 
174 Co-written with Ed Cash and Jesse Reeves. 
175 “On Our Side” has several characteristics to help make it a successful worship song 
such as the presence of a gospel choir on the final chorus of the recording which evokes a 
church worship setting or the phrase “on our side” which appears in other successful 
Tomlin affiliated songs—either as a direct quote as in the chorus of “God of Angel 
Armies” (2012), or paraphrased as in the bridge of “Our God” (2005). By all accounts 
then, “On Our Side” has the components necessary to be successful.  
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show why “How Great is Our God” has succeeded as a worship song and “On Our Side” 
has not.  
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 Figure 4.6a—Full score of “How Great is Our God.” 
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 Figure 4.6b—Full score of “On Our Side.” 
 
 
 “How Great is Our God” is arguably the most-sung CCS in the CWM era as it has 
been on CCLI’s Top 25 List every year since 2006 and has averaged a rank of 8th on the 
list during those ten years. It is still on the Top 25 List and is currently ranked 7th. “How 
Great is Our God” is a successful song, in part, because it contains frequent repetition, is 
comprised largely of pentatonic pitches, and uses a straightforward rhythm. It uses two 
ideas during the verse, two ideas during the chorus, and two ideas during the bridge 
(abab,ccd,eef). Additionally, the verse contains motivic repetition where each phrase is 
built using a pair of repeated motives (see figure 4.7a). The repetitive nature of the form 
enables the congregation to sing along quickly, even if they were unfamiliar with the 
song initially.  
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Meanwhile the verse of “On Our Side” is comprised of one longer phrase that is 
repeated with some variations (see figure 4.7b). This longer phrase has no inner motivic 
repetition and is just different enough each time to discourage the congregation from 
participating.  
 
 Figure 4.7a—Motivic repetition during the verse of “How Great is Our 
God.” 
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 Figure 4.7b—Verse structure of “On Our Side” contains no motivic 
repetition (aa’a’’b).  
 
 The melody of “How Great is Our God” begins with an ascending fourth for both 
the verse and chorus from 5̂ -1̂ . This initial rising figure is one of the most common ways 
to start a phrase in Western Music.176 Meanwhile, the melody of “On Our Side” begins 
on the very uncommon ♭ 7̂  and the first phrase’s boundary tones span a tritone (see figure 
4.8). The tune for “How Great is Our God” is comprised of 86% pentatonic pitches and 
uses no borrowed notes. The tune for “On Our Side” is comprised of 89% pentatonic 
pitches but uses ♭ 3̂ and ♭ 7̂ for 11% of the song.  
 
                                                          
176 Huron, 298.  
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                                 ⌜ - - - - - - - tritone - - - - - - ⌝                              ⌜ - - - - tritone - - - ⌝ 
 
 Figure 4.8—Opening phrase boundary pitches for “On Our Side.” 
 
 
 Though “How Great is Our God” uses a fair amount of syncopation throughout 
the verse and chorus, the rhythm is presented in a pattern that enables the congregation to 
follow along predictably. Meanwhile, the rhythm for “On Our Side” does not adhere to as 
predictable a pattern between short and long notes (see figure 4.9).  
 
 Figure 4.9—Rhythmic predictability for “How Great is Our God” (top line) 
and “On Our Side” (bottom line), where S represents a short duration and L 
represents a long duration.  
 
 Some additional weaknesses for “On Our Side” as a congregational song, 
compared to “How Great is Our God,” are listed here: 1) no time to breathe between 
verse and chorus; 2) only two chords, so there never is a sense of leaving tonic and 
returning; 3) far more syncopation; and 4) many more repeated notes, making for a static 
melody.  
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Summary 
Regarding the gospel songs examined in this chapter, sufficient evidence shows how 
Robert Lowry’s tune is more singable than George Hugg’s tune because 1) it contains no 
awkward leaps, 2) it has a simple melody throughout the verse, 3) it contains fewer 
harmonic changes, 4) it has a unison leap during the beginning of the chorus, and 5) it 
saves the highest note for the end of the chorus. A summary comparing the two tunes can 
be seen in figure 4.10.    
 
 
 
 
 Figure 4.10—Side-by-side comparison of Lowry and Hugg melodies.  
 
 
 Regarding the Tomlin tunes considered, there is sufficient evidence to show how 
“On Our Side” is musically inferior to “How Great is Our God” in its ability to be sung 
congregationally because it does not follow the norms of other CCS. A congregation is 
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much more likely to engage with “How Great is Our God” than with “On Our Side” 
because they can anticipate the melody of “How Great” after only a hearing the song a 
few times (or perhaps on the first hearing!). The next chapter will conclude this study and 
provide recommendations for further research and examination.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Conclusions and Guide for Future Research 
The findings of this study provide a unique perspective to an expected conclusion. Little 
scholarly research is being done on the musical aspects of CCS, much less tracing a 
musical history of CCS over such a wide span of time, but this study has provided a 
broad view of CCS covering over 300 years of music. And yet the findings are expected 
because modern songwriters inherently know what makes a worship song singable, or 
not, and are writing to fit that formula. A given songwriter might not be able to describe 
why certain aspects work better than others177 (i.e., straight rhythms, predictable leaps, 
limited tessitura, etc.) but subliminally they would be able to listen to a song and tell you 
whether a congregation would be able to follow it after hearing it played through one 
time. This intuitive sense for whether a song will work is learned after decades of 
                                                          
177 An anonymous message from the lead team of “Nashville Christian Songwriters” 
replied to me in an email with what they thought were five important aspects for any 
CCS. In their own words the song “must be 1) melodically accessible to the average 
singer, 2) contain a universally appealing sentiment, 3) have a strong, immediately 
recognizable and memorable title/hook, 4) actually ‘worships’ vs. just talking ‘about’ 
worshiping, and 5) is written with a higher level of language that could make it possibly 
outlive the songwriters (i.e. ‘In Christ Alone,’ ‘10,000 Reasons’).” Anonymous, e-mail 
message to author, May 25, 2017. Similarly, Andi Rozier, lead singer of Vertical Church 
Band, wrote to me with four aspects he thought were important for CCS to be effective. 
He writes that a song must have, “Biblical accuracy—people might just like a song cause 
it’s hooky melodically but the soul is not fooled—and is the most powerful judge within 
a person. [It must also be] singable for the regular church non-musical attendee. A good 
melody is hooky, has range and [is] not boring and is memorable and pleasant to sing 
out…. 
[Finally it must be] relevant… a hymn in a modern contemporary church has less chance 
of working because the melody has too much movement and there are too many lyrics. 
For example, that exact hymn could be changed to have maybe as many words but 
slowed down with a simpler more relevant melody and the song might work.” Andi 
Rozier, e-mail message to author, June 19, 2017.  
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corporate worship and writing songs for the church. Indeed, numerous websites,178 
coaching services,179 and conferences180 are available across the country to help local 
songwriters craft their songwriting skills for their church. Many of the authors of these 
websites know the fundamental aspects of what makes a CCS singable, yet few can claim 
with certainty that they know why.181 
 The aim of this study was to discover why congregations tend to sing along with 
certain CCS but are less enthused about singing with other songs from the same genre. 
Chapter three identified several distinguishable musical characteristics of a singable CCS. 
These statistical qualities function as a guide to show how aligned a song is with the 
established norms of other successful CCS. Congregations are more likely to engage with 
familiar songs than with unfamiliar songs. David Huron suggests 97% of the songs an 
average person listens to throughout the week are songs they have already heard.182 
                                                          
178 Nashville Christian Songwriters is an online community of Christian songwriters who 
pay for a membership to have access to master classes, songwriting tips, inspiration, and 
“authoritative information.” See https://nashvillechristiansongwriters.com/ for more 
information.  
179 Write About Jesus offers a song evaluation service as well as a pro-mentoring service 
via their website at http://www.writeaboutjesus.com/.  
180 One such conference is The Christian Music Summit, which hosts a two-day 
conference each year in Seattle, WA. They also publish Worship Musician Magazine and 
Christian Music Magazine. See http://www.christianmusiciansummit.com/ for more 
information. Another big conference is the Immerse Conference hosted in Nashville, TN. 
They host a three-day event which includes a songwriting contest each year. Immerse is 
affiliated with the Gospel Music Awards (GMA). Visit 
http://www.experienceimmerse.com/ for more information. 
181 Much of the advice they do offer is bent toward lyrics. For instance, in an article by 
Marty Nystrom titled “10 Traits of Top Worship Songs,” five of the ten suggestions deal 
exclusively with lyrics: 1) Universal Theme, 2) Lyric Consistency, 3) Prosody, 4) Lyric 
Originality, 5) A Well Placed Title. His other five suggestions are: 6) Form, 7) Musical 
Interest, 8) Usability, 9) Balance of Repetition and New Ideas, 10) Effectiveness in 
Worship. See Marty Nystrom, “10 Traits of Top Worship Songs,” June 15, 2015, 
http://www.markcole.ca/10-traits-of-top-worship-songs/. 
182 Huron (2006), 241.  
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Additionally Huron says the more in common the unfamiliar songs are with the familiar 
works, the more probable a listener is to like the new song. Songs containing familiar 
material are preferential because congregations can predict the outcome of the song, and 
this elicits a positive reaction. These positive feelings are the result of a prediction that is 
fulfilled (such as the melody landing on  on the downbeat of the end of a 16-bar phrase) 
and it triggers the release of dopamine in the brain. The more dopamine release triggered 
by a song, the more likely a congregation is to enjoy it and sing along. Thus, a successful 
worship song must both invite participation and make the participation achievable. A 
song invites participation when it follows anticipated norms within the genre and the 
song makes participation achievable when the anticipated cues are realized.  
 After analyzing more than 200 of the most successful songs from four genres of 
CCS, I have identified five musical aspects that apply to all CCS. The song must 1) 
consist largely of pentatonic melody notes, 2) have a tempo range within or close to the 
“spontaneous tempo”183 of 80–100bpm, 3) contain a straightforward rhythm, 4) have a 
limited tessitura between D♯4 and D♯5,184 and 5) contain a significant amount of 
repetition. Any other musical aspect of a CCS might be different (and indeed should be 
different, lest all songs sound entirely the same), but when a song contains all five of 
these elements it will engage the congregation to sing along. Naturally, every song will 
contain differing levels of engagement with each of these five elements. For instance, one 
song might use 95% pentatonic notes while another only uses 83%, or one song might 
                                                          
183 The rate at which a typical listener will spontaneously tap in time with the music, 
either with a hand or foot. See Huron (2006), 176.  
184 This is the notated range. Women sing at pitch with the notated range and men sing an 
octave lower.  
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use a range larger than an octave while another song uses a range less than an octave. 
Every song needs to have an exception to the rule to serve as an identifier or hook. These 
“risks” are the moments that cause a song to be fresh. But too many exceptions will make 
a song sound chaotic and unpredictable, and will make participation more difficult, 
because the brain only absorbs small amounts of new and unfamiliar material at a time. If 
a song largely adheres to the five principles identified in this study, it will be recognized 
as “familiar.” 
 
 
Limitations of Research 
Through the preliminary stages of this study my goal was to identify the difference 
between a successful and less successful worship song. After laboring with this effort for 
some time, I realized that studying CWM alone would not provide any comparison point 
as to what is normal and what is a passing fad. Thus, it was necessary to provide the 
history and development of CCS over the past five centuries. Five centuries of musical 
development to CCS led to many subgenres of CCS such as chant, psalmody, metric 
hymnody, gospel, black gospel, southern gospel, and more. I limited this study only to 
four main genres of CCS: hymns, gospel songs, praise choruses, and contemporary 
worship music. Many other comparisons could be made among these four genres and 
some of the other genres listed above. Each of these comparisons could prove useful in 
determining additional factors that mark a singable CCS.  
 Also, it would be beneficial to sample even more songs than the 200 used in this 
study; the broader the pool of songs used in the research the smaller the effects of an 
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anomaly would be. While a larger sample would further verify the results, the findings of 
this paper seem to be consistent enough for me to be confident with my conclusions.  
 David Huron covers many aspects of musical analysis in his monumental work 
Sweet Anticipation. It would have been ideal to mirror his methodology exhaustively for 
each aspect of CCS but this study is limited by time and resources to be as in-depth as his 
work. Only certain aspects of Huron’s study could be used as comparison points for 
determining what the singable structure in CCS is. Thus, I had to pick and choose which 
of Huron’s studies would yield the best discoveries for the purposes of corporate singing. 
For instance, Huron spent considerable time discovering what makes music delightful by 
way of a surprise,185 whereas this paper was more concerned with what makes music 
delightful by way of predictability.186  
 Because of the statistical nature of this analysis, there is almost no limit to how 
each song could be measured and compared with its counterparts. Each song could be 
measured in a hundred ways, but this study had to limit the ways that each song was 
analyzed to only those findings that yielded clear results. For instance, it would be 
interesting to go through the corps of songs and take inventory of which chords happen 
on the strong beats (1 and 3) in hymns instead of taking an inventory of every chord. This 
approach might yield a fairer comparison between CWM and hymns because CWM 
typically change only on the downbeat of each measure, or change on beats 1 and 3 
(figure 5.1 shows how a complex hymn could be narrowed down to four chords and 
compared more easily against a modern song). Another interesting approach would have 
been to analyze songs using different methods, such as Schenkerian theory (to evaluate 
                                                          
185 See Chapter 14 of Sweet Anticipation. 
186 See Chapter 13 of Sweet Anticipation. 
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form) and Neo-Riemannian theory (to observe the transformations by thirds in CWM), 
but this would have added a new tangent to consider in many of these analyses.  
  
                         I6     I       I    V6 (V34/V) V        I        I6     V43 (I) ii         I       V 
Figure 5.1a—Layers of varying degrees of importance in ST. THOMAS 
(1763). Chords on the down beats are tier 1, chords on the strong beats (1 and 3) are 
tier 2, chords that fall on the quarter beats are tier 3, and chords that fall between 
the beats should be ignored.  
 
 
 
 
                     I6             IV                  V6-5                  V              I6              IV 
 Figure 5.1b—Layers of varying degrees of importance in “You Are My 
King” (1996). Chords on the down beats are tier 1, chords on the strong beats (1 and 
3) are tier 2, and there are no further layers between the strong beats.  
 
 
Guide for Future Research 
There has been a dearth of academic writing about Congregational Christian Song but it 
is my hope that this study ignites some creative ways to further consider the field of CCS. 
I would be interested to see an additional study on how individual congregations interact 
with differing popular genres of CCS, understanding that norms to a specific church and 
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its sub-culture or sub-genre would be unique. It would also be fascinating to utilize a 
computer program like music21187 to write a CCS using the singable aspects presented in 
this study. Unassisted computer programs have been written in the past decade that have 
created harmonizations for tunes using norms and patterns found in choral music (see 
figure 5.2).188 This program seems to be limited to harmonizing a pre-existing tune. 
Though I am unaware of such efforts, I am sure other programs are underway that could 
create a predictable and tonally pleasing CCS unassisted based on the expectations of the 
corps of CCS used in this study.  
 
 
 
 
                                                          
187 music21 is a program designed to help quantify musical research. Michael Scott 
Cuthbert is the Principal Investigator. Visit http://web.mit.edu/music21/ for more 
information.  
188 Raymond Whorley, Geraint Wiggins, and Marcus Pearce, “Computational Modelling 
of the Cognition of Harmonic Movement,” in Abstracts of the 10th International 
Conference on Music Perception and Cognition, (Sapporo, Japan, 2008): 84.  
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 Figure 5.2—The score of a hymn tune/harmonization performed by 
Raymond Whorley’s creative system. The tune is a French church melody, from 
Chants Ordinaires de l’Office Divin (Paris, 1881); it is reprinted as Hymn No. 33, 
Grafton, in the 1993 edition of the English Hymnal. The harmonization is produced 
by Whorley’s (unassisted) creative system. 
 
 
 It would also be interesting to do a more in-depth study regarding syncopation in 
modern songs. CWM contains more syncopation than any other genre in CCS, yet 
congregations are still able to predict dotted rhythms such as  
because this dotted syncopation figure occurs so frequently in contemporary music. It 
would be interesting to do a survey of Top 40 Radio hits and count how many 3-note 
phrases contain this same rhythm compared to straight quarter notes. If this dotted rhythm 
appears just as often as a straight rhythm in contemporary music, then listeners of CWM 
would anticipate this rhythm and can sing along with the song just as easily as a straight 
rhythm.  
 I realize many other pertinent studies could generate new insights into this work 
and I would value the contributions that other fields of academia could bring to this 
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study. Perhaps a synergistic approach could be found by combining two seemingly 
contrasting fields of study (such as economics and music theory) to view why certain 
songs succeeded in specific eras while others have not succeeded.  
 
   
Concluding Thoughts 
My hope is that this paper will provide measurable evidence to show what musical 
qualities a song must have for a congregation to quickly accept it and participate in 
singing it. By following the established norms of previous generations, the current 
generation of songwriters will be able to write songs that any generation can know and 
love. This study is dedicated to future generations of Christian congregational 
songwriters who are looking to contribute to the collective expression of worship and 
praise in the church. May your combinations of words and music move the church to love 
God with all their mind, soul, heart and strength. 
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APPENDIX A 
Title © Author(s) 
Number 
of times 
on Top 25 
List 
At the Cross (Love Ran Red) 2014 
Chris Tomlin, Ed Cash, Jonas Myrin, 
Matt Armstrong, Matt Redman 1 
No Longer Slaves 2014 
Brian Johnson, Joel Case, Jonathan 
David Hesler 1 
How Deep the Father's Love For Us 1995 Stuart Townend 1 
Good Good Father 2014 Anthony Brown, Pat Barrett 1 
Your Love Never Fails 2008 McClamey, Skinner 1 
Alive 2012 King, Pappas 1 
Open Up The Heavens 2012 
Rozier, McDonald, Ingram, Andrews, 
Garrard 3 
This I Believe (The Creed) 2014 Fielding, Crocker 3 
Great Are You Lord 2012 Ingram, Jordan, Leonard 2 
Forever (We Sing Hallelujah) 2013 
Johnson, Gifford, Wilson, Johnson, 
Taylor, Kari Jobe 4 
Holy Spirit 2011 Torwalt, Torwalt 4 
God is Able 2010 Fielding, Morgan 1 
This is Amazing Grace 2012 Riddle, Farro, Wickham 5 
Whom Shall I Fear (God of Angel 
Armies) 2012 Tomlin, Cash, Cash 4 
Oceans (Where Feet May Fail) 2012 Houston, Crocker, Ligthelm 5 
Lord I Need You 2011 
Nockles, Carson, Reeves, Stanfill, 
Maher 5 
Cornerstone 2011 
Mote, Liljero, Myrin, Morgan, 
Bradbury 6 
10,000 Reasons (Bless The Lord) 2011 Myrin, Redman 8 
One Thing Remains (Your Love 
Never Fails) 2010 Johnson, Gifford, Jeremy Riddle 7 
Our God 2010 Tomlin, Reeves, Myrin, Redman 13 
Forever Reign 2009 Ingram, Morgan 9 
Glory to God Forever 2009 Fee, Beeching 2 
Jesus Messiah 2008 Tomlin, Carson, Cash, Reeves 15 
Hosanna 2006 Ligertwood 8 
Mighty To Save 2006 Fielding, Morgan 16 
Amazing Grace (My Chains Are 
Gone) 2006 Tomlin, Newtown, Giglio 17 
Happy Day 2006 Cantelon, Hughes 2 
Your Name  2006 Baloche, Packiam 1 
How He Loves 2005 McMillan 11 
Hosanna (Praise Is Rising) 2005 Brown, Baloche 9 
The Stand 2005 Houston 9 
From The Inside Out 2005 Houston 10 
Everlasting God 2005 Brown, Riley 17 
How Great Is Our God 2004 Tomlin, Cash, Reeves 22 
Revelation Song 2004 Riddle 14 
Indescribable 2004 Reeves, Story 2 
Your Grace Is Enough 2003 Maher 14 
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Holy Is The Lord 2003 Tomlin, Giglio 17 
Friend of God 2003 Gungor, Houghton 2 
Blessed Be Your Name 2002 Redman, Redman 24 
Beautiful One 2002 Hughes 10 
In Christ Alone 2001 Getty, Townend 18 
Forever 2001 Tomlin 23 
Here I Am To Worship 2000 Hughes 26 
God of Wonders 2000 Byrd, Hindalong 16 
The Wonderful Cross 2000 Reeves, Tomlin, Walt, Watts, Mason 4 
Hallelujah 2000 Brown, Doerksen 2 
The Heart of Worship 1999 Redman 18 
Above All 1999 LeBlanc, Baloche 11 
Come Now Is The Time To Worship 1998 Doerksen 23 
We Fall Down 1998 Tomlin 19 
Trading My Sorrows 1998 Evans 13 
Lord Reign in Me 1998 Brown 8 
Open The Eyes Of My Heart 1997 Baloche 28 
You Are My King (Amazing Love) 1996 Foote 23 
Days of Elijah 1996 Mark 7 
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APPENDIX B 
CWM Melody
Percent 
of non-
pentatonic 
tones
Leading 
Tone usage
Non-
diatonic 
tones 
count
verse 
low
verse 
high
verse 
range
pre-
chorus 
low
pre-
chorus 
high
pre-
chorus 
total 
range
chorus 
low
chorus 
high
chorus 
total 
range
bridge 
low
bridge 
high
bridge 
total 
range
song 
range
counting 
up-the-
octave 
chorus Form
At the Cross (Love Ran Red) .069 LT 0 42 52 10 47 56 9 49 59 10 17 22 ab:CC:DD,
No Longer Slaves .064 no LT 0 50 55 5 50 59 9 50 59 9 9 12 aa.BB.CC.
How Deep the Father's Love For Us* .046 no LT 0 36 48 12 a,a'.c;a'. (; =
Good Good Father .015 no LT 0 44 53 9 44 53 9 49 56 7 12 12 ab,CC,DD,
Your Love Never Fails .079 no LT 0 50 57 7 50 59 9 50 54 4 9 9 aa,BB',CC,
Alive .000 no LT 0 44 53 9 51 60 9 53 60 7 16 16 aa,BB',CC,
Open Up The Heavens .143 cadential LT 0 35 43 8 35 45 10 49 55 16 42 45 3 16 16 aa:B:CD.EE'
This I Believe (The Creed) .074 LT 0 47 54 7 52 57 5 52 59 7 12 12 aa',BB'.CC.
Great Are You Lord .071 LT 0 44 54 10 49 58 7 44 56 12 14 14 aa,BB,CC;
Forever (We Sing Hallelujah) .146 LT 0 37 44 7 41 51 10 49 54 5 49 54 5 17 17 aa;BB':CC':D
Holy Spirit .025 no LT 0 49 54 5 44 54 10 49 53 4 10 10 aa:BB:CC:
God is Able .053 no LT 0 46 55 9 46 56 10 51 56 5 10 10 aa',BB:CC':
This is Amazing Grace .037 no LT 0 50 55 5 50 59 9 50 57 7 9 9 aa:BB'.CC'
Whom Shall I Fear (God of Angel Armies) .132 LT 0 40 52 12 47 57 10 49 57 8 17 17 aa:BB.CC,
Oceans (Where Feet May Fail) .139 LT 0 38 46 8 39 51 12 42 51 9 13 16 aa':BB';CC   
Lord I Need You .028 no LT 0 35 44 9 51 58 7 35 55 20 23 23 aa':BB'.CC
Cornerstone .130 no LT 0 40 49 9 40 47 7 9 19 aa'.BB'.
10,000 Reasons (Bless The Lord) .049 LT 0 42 52 10 44 58 14 16 16 aa'.BC.
One Thing Remains (Your Love Never Fails) .071 no LT 0 50 55 5 45 57 12 47 57 10 12 19 aa',BB',CC
Our God .134 LT 0 48 56 8 51 58 7 51 56 5 10 10 aa,BB',CC,
Forever Reign .240 LT+ 0 40 45 5 44 54 10 49 52 3 14 14 aa';BC:DD,
Glory to God Forever .228 LT 0 43 45 12 50 55 5 51 56 5 13 13 aa',BB,CC,
Jesus Messiah .107 no LT 0 44 58 14 46 56 10 51 58 7 14 14 aa':BB'.CC
Hosanna .165 no LT 0 41 49 8 44 53 9 41 53 12 12 12 aa,BB'.cc':
Mighty To Save .116 LT 0 44 51 7 44 54 10 51 56 4 12 12 aa':BB,CC'
Amazing Grace (My Chains Are Gone) .033 no LT 0 40 52 12 40 57 17 17 17 ab.cd.
Happy Day .074 LT 0 35 54 19 52 56 4 49 56 7 21 24 aa',CC.dd';
Your Name .046 LT+ 0 42 54 12 45 54 9 12 12 ab.CC'.
How He Loves .078 no LT 0 35 47 12 40 49 9 52 57 5 22 22 aa'b:CC:DD
Hosanna (Praise Is Rising) .355 LT 0 40 52 12 42 49 7 47 54 7 14 14 aa;BB',CC:
The Stand .101 LT 0 37 49 12 44 54 10 44 52 8 17 17 aa':BB';CC   
From The Inside Out .073 LT+ 0 40 52 12 40 52 12 51 57 6 17 17 aB,CC':Bd,
Everlasting God .148 LT+ 0 38 45 7 45 50 5 45 54 9 16 16 AA.BB,CC.
How Great Is Our God .124 no LT 0 44 52 8 47 56 9 52 57 5 13 13 aa:B.C.
Revelation Song .386 no LT mixolydia 40 49 9 44 52 8 12 12 aa':BB'; 
Indescribable .195 LT 0 49 55 6 50 57 7 8 10 aa',BB':
Your Grace Is Enough .223 LT 0 42 49 7 47 52 5 47 54 7 12 12 aa'aa':bb':c
Holy Is The Lord .101 no LT 0 44 54 10 44 54 10 49 56 7 49 56 7 12 12 ab,c*DD:
Friend of God .109 LT+ 41 53 12 51 56 5 44 53 9 15 15 aa':BB.CC:
Blessed Be Your Name .064 LT 0 39 46 7 46 53 7 51 58 7 51 55 4 16 16 aa':BB.C:
Beautiful One .164 LT+ 0 42 54 12 49 56 7 42 54 12 14 14 aa'aa''.bb'.c
In Christ Alone* .016 LT 0 38 55 17 17 17 aa.ba.
Forever .033 no LT 0 41 54 13 49 53 4 49 56 7 15 15 aa'.B:CC'.
Here I Am To Worship .160 no LT 0 aa:bb:cc:
God of Wonders .003 no LT 0 43 52 9 43 52 9 45 55 10 12 12 ab:CCD:EE'
The Wonderful Cross .091 LT 0 41 47 6 42 54 12 13 13 aa'.BB,
Hallelujah .094 no LT 0 44 51 7 47 52 5 8 8 aa':BB:
The Heart of Worship .139 no LT 0 42 49 7 39 51 12 42 51 9 12 12 aa,BB',cc.
Above All .255 LT+ 0 39 49 10 42 54 12 15 15 ab,ab'!CD.
Come Now Is The Time To Worship .167 LT 0 46 54 8 42 47 5 12 12 aa.B,
We Fall Down .197 LT 0 43 51 8 44 51 7 8 8 aa,BB. 
Trading My Sorrows .183 LT 0 44 54 10 48 53 5 48 53 5 10 10 AA.BB.cd:
Lord Reign in Me .135 LT 44 54 10 49 54 5 10 10 aa'.BB'.
Open The Eyes Of My Heart .000 no LT 0 44 51 7 44 53 9 44 53 9 9 9 ab.CC',DD'
You Are My King (Amazing Love) .064 LT 0 39 51 12 44 53 9 48 44 4 14 14 ab.CC'.DD.
Days of Elijah .076 LT+ 0 42 50 8 45 55 10 45 50 5 13 15 ab.CC'.DD,
*in the style of a hymn .=I
,=V
:=IV
;=I (IAC)
*=other  
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CWM Harmony Harmonic vocabulary
Chord 
Count key %I %IV/ii %V %vi %Other
Chords 
per ms.
At the Cross (Love Ran Red) I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 G .265 .395 .239 .092 .000 1
No Longer Slaves I, iii, IV, V, vi 5 Bb .450 .163 .225 .125 .038 2
*How Deep the Father's Love For Us* I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 D .520 .320 .140 .020 .000 3
Good Good Father I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 A .462 .321 .179 .038 .000 1
Your Love Never Fails I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 Bb .144 .341 .365 .150 .144 1
Alive I, IV, V, vi 4 E .060 .362 .302 .121 .000 2
Open Up The Heavens I, IV, V, vi 4 Bb .386 .409 .080 .125 .000 0.5
This I Believe (The Creed) I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 F .232 .195 .205 .211 .000 2
Great Are You Lord I, IV, V, vi 4 A .212 .257 .372 .186 .000 1.5
Forever (We Sing Hallelujah) I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 A .258 .269 .247 .226 .258 1
Holy Spirit I, ii, IV 3 A .516 .484 .000 .000 .000 0.5
God is Able I, IV, V, vi 4 B .246 .246 .326 .181 .000 1
This is Amazing Grace I, IV, V, vi 4 Bb .350 .388 .126 .136 .000 0.5
Whom Shall I Fear (God of Angel Armies) I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 C .253 .329 .174 .224 .000 2
Oceans (Where Feet May Fail) I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 D .248 .277 .311 .193 .000 1
Lord I Need You I, IV, V, vi 4 B .327 .385 .125 .135 .000 0.5
Cornerstone I, IV, V, vi 4 C .416 .175 .193 .217 .000 1
10,000 Reasons (Bless The Lord) I, IV, V, vi 4 G .280 .277 .244 .226 .000 2
One Thing Remains (Your Love Never FailI, IV, V, vi 4 Bb .238 .243 .405 .110 .000 2
Our God I, IV, V, vi 4 B .248 .272 .256 .240 .000 1
Forever Reign I, IV, V, vi 4 C .355 .207 .269 .169 .000 1
Glory to God Forever I, IV, V, vi 4 B .306 .247 .347 .100 .000 2
Jesus Messiah I, ii, IV, V7, vi 5 B .443 .369 .165 .000 .000 1
Hosanna I, ii, iii, IV, V, vi 6 E .209 .262 .215 .285 .023 1
Mighty To Save I, IV, V, vi 4 A .289 .211 .349 .145 .289 1
Amazing Grace (My Chains Are Gone) I, ii, IV, V 4 F .623 .254 .139 .000 .000 1
Happy Day I, iii, IV, V, vi 5 C .245 .314 .186 .235 .039 1
Your Name I, iii, IV, V, vi, V/V 6 Bb .299 .247 .266 .136 .052 2
How He Loves I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 C .250 .250 .250 .250 .000 0.5
Hosanna (Praise Is Rising) I, IV, V, vi 4 G .506 .241 .127 .120 .000 1
The Stand I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 A .227 .398 .117 .242 .000 1
From The Inside Out I, IV, V, vi 4 C .179 .380 .266 .168 .000 2
Everlasting God I, IV, V, vi 4 Bb .371 .362 .056 .192 .000 0.5
How Great Is Our God I, IV, V, vi 4 C .429 .206 .079 .190 .000 0.5
Revelation Song I, IV, v(7), bVII 4 D .259 .250 .250 .000 .250 1
Indescribable I, ii, IV, V, vi, bVII, bIII 7 Bb .189 .459 .133 .126 .089 1
Your Grace Is Enough I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 G .279 .442 .159 .115 .000 1
Holy Is The Lord I, IV, V, vi, bVII, V/V 6 A .127 .296 .394 .070 .113 2
Friend of God I, ii, IV, V, vi, bVII 6 E .343 .333 .046 .185 .093 0.5
Blessed Be Your Name I, IV, V, vi 4 B .250 .315 .255 .179 .250 1
Beautiful One I, IV, V, vi 4 D .288 .337 .337 .038 .000 1
*In Christ Alone* I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 Eb .396 .271 .271 .021 .396 2
Forever I, ii, IV, V 4 A .359 .359 .219 .063 .000 0.5
Here I Am To Worship I, ii, IV, V 4 E .352 .398 .241 .000 .000 1
God of Wonders I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 Ab .124 .606 .218 .118 .000 1
The Wonderful Cross I, IV, V 3 D .750 .150 .050 .000 .000 0.5
Hallelujah I, IV, V, vi 4 G .207 .368 .253 .161 .000 1
The Heart of Worship I, ii, IV, V 4 D .320 .240 .440 .000 .000 1.5
Above All I, ii, III, IV, V, vi 6 A .360 .300 .220 .060 .040 2
Come Now Is The Time To Worship I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 D .464 .286 .214 .036 .000 1
We Fall Down I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 E .375 .375 .125 .094 .016 2
Trading My Sorrows I, IV, V, vi, bVII 5 A .231 .250 .269 .231 .019 2
Lord Reign in Me I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 C .149 .386 .368 .053 .000 2
Open The Eyes Of My Heart I, ii, IV, V, vi 5 E .364 .242 .333 .061 .000 0.5
You Are My King (Amazing Love) I, IV, V 3 E .523 .193 .261 .000 .000 1
Days of Elijah I, ii, iii, IV, V, vi 6 Bb-C .483 .250 .227 .023 .023 1  
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CWM Text Author(s)
Publicatio
n year
Publishing 
co.
Unique 
words
Total 
words
Vocab
/Word 
Count
Time 
sig. Tempo
Avg.  
Top 25
At the Cross (Love Ran Red)
Chris Tomlin, Ed 
Cash, Jonas 
Myrin, Matt 
Armstrong, Matt 
Redman c2014
Brentwood 
Benson 64 443 .144 4/4 73 25.0
No Longer Slaves
Brian Johnson, 
Joel Case, 
Jonathan David 
Hesler c2014 Bethel 63 225 .280 4/4 74 24.0
How Deep the Father's Love 
For Us* Stuart Townend c1995
Thank You 
Music 102 146 .699 5/4 54 23.0
Good Good Father
Anthony Brown, 
Pat Barrett c2014
Capitol 
CMG 74 325 .228 6/8 48 3.0
Your Love Never Fails
McClamey, 
Skinner c2008
Thankyou 
Music/Int
egrity's 
Hosanna! 
Msic 75 335 .224 4/4 116 25.0
Alive King, Pappas c2012 Hillsong 96 294 .327 4/4 132 23.0
Open Up The Heavens
Rozier, 
McDonald, 
Ingram, 
Andrews, 
Garrard c2012
Word 
Music 64 198 .323 4/4 100 22.0
This I Believe (The Creed)
Fielding, 
Crocker c2014 Hillsong 56 255 .220 4/4 72 19.3
Great Are You Lord
Ingram, 
Jordan, 
Leonard c2012
integrity's 
Praise! 
Music 41 274 .150 6/8 144 13.5
Forever (We Sing Hallelujah)
Johnson, 
Gifford, 
Wilson, 
Johnson, 
Taylor, Kari 
Jobe c2013
WorshipT
ogether, 
Bethel 
Music 93 283 .329 4/4 73 20.3
Holy Spirit Torwalt, Torwalt c2011
Jesus 
Culture 69 282 .245 4/4 72 11.0
God is Able
Fielding, 
Morgan c2010 Hillsong 50 205 .244 4/4 79 25.0
This is Amazing Grace
Riddle, Farro, 
Wickham c2012
Bethel 
Music 92 288 .319 4/4 100 5.2
Whom Shall I Fear (God of 
Angel Armies)
Tomlin, Cash, 
Cash c2012
Sixsteps 
Songs 83 299 .278 4/4 75 19.8
Oceans (Where Feet May 
Fail)
Houston, 
Crocker, 
Ligthelm c2012 Hillsong 89 415 .214 4/4 60 8.2
Lord I Need You
Nockles, Carson, 
Reeves, Stanfill, 
Maher c2011
Sixsteps 
Music 65 215 .302 4/4 74 6.2
Cornerstone
Mote, Liljero, 
Myrin, Morgan, 
Bradbury c2011 Hillsong 72 207 .348 4/4 71 6.3
10,000 Reasons (Bless The 
Lord) Myrin, Redman c2011
Said and 
Done 
Music 71 234 .303 4/4 73 1.6
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One Thing Remains (Your 
Love Never Fails)
Johnson, 
Gifford, Jeremy 
Riddle c2010
Bethel 
Music/Chr
istaJoy 
Music/Me
rcy/Vineya
rd 
Publishing 56 275 .204 4/4 78 8.6
Our God
Tomlin, Reeves, 
Myrin, Redman c2010
Said and 
Done 
Music 48 224 .214 4/4 105 5.0
Forever Reign Ingram, Morgan c2009 Hillsong 80 268 .299 4/4 83 10.7
Glory to God Forever Fee, Beeching c2009
Sixsteps 
Music 64 264 .242 4/4 80 23.0
Jesus Messiah
Tomlin, Carson, 
Cash, Reeves c2008
Sixsteps 
Music 60 167 .359 4/4 86 15.5
Hosanna Ligertwood c2006 Hillsong 79 167 .473 4/4 75 21.4
Mighty To Save
Fielding, 
Morgan c2006 Hillsong 69 251 .275 4/4 74 6.1
Amazing Grace (My Chains 
Are Gone)
Tomlin, 
Newtown, Giglio c2006
Sixsteps 
Music 83 183 .454 4/4 60 9.0
Happy Day
Cantelon, 
Hughes c2006
Thankyou 
music 71 214 .332 4/4 152 20.5
Your Name 
Baloche, 
Packiam c2006
Integrity's 
Hosanna! 
Music 57 217 .263 4/4 80 25.0
How He Loves McMillan c2005
Integrity's 
Hosanna! 
Music 80 213 .376 6/8 49 17.4
Hosanna (Praise Is Rising) Brown, Baloche c2005
Thankyou 
Music/Inte
grity's 
Hosanna! 
Msic 55 256 .215 4/4 114 17.6
The Stand Houston c2005 Hillsong 66 158 .418 4/4 77 18.9
From The Inside Out Houston c2005 Hillsong 59 281 .210 4/4 76 21.0
Everlasting God Brown, Riley c2005
Thankyou 
music 40 368 .109 4/4 100 9.7
How Great Is Our God
Tomlin, Cash, 
Reeves c2004
Sixsteps 
Music 55 181 .304 4/4 76 2.9
Revelation Song Riddle c2004 Gateway 69 255 .271 4/4 60 8.6
Indescribable Reeves, Story c2004
Gleaning 
Publishing 87 275 .316 6/8 60 23.5
Your Grace Is Enough Maher c2003
Thankyou 
music 56 223 .251 4/4 116 13.1
Holy Is The Lord Tomlin, Giglio c2003
Sixsteps 
Music 42 219 .192 4/4 84 12.5
Friend of God
Gungor, 
Houghton c2003
integrity's 
Praise! 
Music 30 158 .190 4/4 126 21.0
Blessed Be Your Name
Redman, 
Redman c2002
Thankyou 
music 64 238 .269 4/4 116 6.5
Beautiful One Hughes c2002
Thankyou 
music 59 228 .259 4/4 122 20.5
In Christ Alone* Getty, Townend c2001
Thankyou 
music 123 224 .549 3/4 60 12.9
Forever Tomlin c2001
Sixsteps 
Music 47 138 .341 4/4 140 11.7
Here I Am To Worship Hughes c2000
Thankyou 
music 69 178 .388 4/4 75 6.5
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Here I Am To Worship Hughes c2000
Thankyou 
music 69 178 .388 4/4 75 6.5
God of Wonders Byrd, Hindalong c2000
Never Say 
Never 49 205 .239 4/4 82 13.0
The Wonderful Cross
Reeves, Tomlin, 
Walt, Watts, 
Mason c2000
Sixsteps 
Music 82 161 .509 4/4 88 24.0
Hallelujah
Brown, 
Doerksen c2000 Vineyard 54 213 .254 4/4 96 23.5
The Heart of Worship Redman c1999
Thankyou 
music 78 186 .419 4/4 70 15.7
Above All
LeBlanc, 
Baloche c1999
Integrity's 
Hosanna! 
Music 54 84 .643 4/4 62 17.3
Come Now Is The Time To 
Worship Doerksen c1998 Vineyard 43 261 .165 4/4 98 10.1
We Fall Down Tomlin c1998
WorshipT
ogether 19 88 .216 4/4 68 17.4
Trading My Sorrows Evans c1998
Integrity's 
Hosanna! 
Music 48 246 .195 4/4 116 14.6
Lord Reign in Me Brown c1998 Vineyard 51 168 .304 4/4 94 21.5
Open The Eyes Of My Heart Baloche c1997
Integrity's 
Hosanna! 
Music 30 172 .174 4/4 112 6.9
You Are My King (Amazing 
Love) Foote c1996
WorshipT
ogether 43 261 .165 4/4 70 11.4
Days of Elijah Mark c1996
Song 
Solutions 
Daybreak 4/4 95 23.3  
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